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always ex X views ever made of that region, many of them, by Jesse Nusbaum. X' tor of the Church of the Immaculate X oft the excursion which wis to X
be able to pe mov indecision, to
oajrs when
,
Parts, Aug.. 6. Joaa W Gates, whoJ ed: to
;
hcw-:.s'i ists. There is always excuse for non X ; Temples, palaces, statues, burled cities will pass review as they X Conception at Albuquerque, and well X have brought 400 people to the X
is critically ill here had what under f .Once more- Santa Fe, with Its splen action. If a man Is worth hit salt he X ; have been, excavated and investigated by. the School ot American X known throughout the southwest as a X city. "I did it because I found - X
toe conditions was considered a good did. sanitarim, surgeons and nurses will give people in trouble the bene X Archaeology under the direction of Dr. Hewett. The lecture Is free X pulpit orator, is in the city giving re- X that another team was making1 X
z
night ',
proves to the world that .there . Is fit of the doubt and act as the situa X' and everybody Is Invited. It will be given in the Hall ot Representa- X treats. He has just finished conduct- X arrangements to play Albuquer- - X
not
law
X que here after we had com- X
the
is
if
Sisdemands'
violat
tion
of
,X
the
exercises
the
X
the
at
tives
Capitol.
less
spiritual
ing
op
for
danger
probably
Surgical
'"'
X
ters of the Blessed Sacrament and to- X pleted our plans," said Mr.'' X
.:?'.
96 ,''..Monday.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX erations ia this aseptic climata than ed.
X day opens the retreat for the Sisters X Burke today, "and the other X
was
as
took
as
I
RECEPTION
open
X
f
(All lectures in the new Lecture Hall.)
PUBLIC
X ,
"Every step
in any
'
"
"The Archaeology ot Santa Fe and X of Loretto.
the day."
AT MANSION.
, y.
.18
v . X team not only arranged a game X
X ? 10:30 a. m.
ss
:; t
v V
Father Mandalarl la a man ot schol- X for Sunday afternoon but took X
Chairman Stanley Inquired of the X Vicinity," by Director Hewett.
X ' Governor and Mrs. Mill wlll
NINETEEN THOUSAND v
2:30 p. m, Lecture. "The Black and White Pottery," by Mr. X arship and refinement, and his genial X several of our players to boot. X
X he at home, informally, on
METAL WORKERS LOCKED OUT. former President for more details as XX disposition has won him friends' X I regret this occurrence but X
to the conference at the White House X! Chapman."
'v.,-X Thursday afternoon, August
3:30 p.m. Lecture. ".Folkways Determining Content in Educa- - X wherever he has spoken, regardless X there was nothing else for us X
X 8, at 4:30 o'clock, to their
Mexican) and about the trust companies In trou X
(By Special Leased Wire to NewTen-thou
X. of sect or creed. Over a year ago he X to do. I am in hopes of glv- - X
LetDsic. Saxony, Ana.' 6.
ble in New York at the tune,
X tlon," by Professor Thompson.
X friends and to the faculty, lec- 8
sand metal workers here, and - nine "I think they merlons" only one X
X turers, students and visitors
lcture. "Homer and the Mycenaean' Age," tijr Dr. XX was here to address those who are X lng a tofinal benefit game how-- X
thousand in the Thurlngen district trust company. I had
less devout than the good Sisters, for X ever,
pay off outstanding X
been X ' Mitchell' Carroll, General' Secretary of the Archaeological Institute
ot the School of American
,
'X obligations."
X he conducted a retreat at the
were locked out today, because some
X
X of America."
Archaeology- S X S X j(
of the men had struck.
X XJfX X X x X X X X X X,X X X X X
X XX X
(Continued on Paaa tSfct) n
X X X X X X X X X X X X 3 X X
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Aug. 5 The wool
tariff revision bill was a shuttle today
between the full conference committee
representing the Senate and the
of SenaKous, and the

This ,was a quiet day at the capr
tol, wjth the governor, th'e superintendent of public Instruction, the ter
ritorial engineer and other officials
out of the city.
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DREAM THE GREAT DREAM.
(By Florence Earle Coates, in the

The Little Store'

MANCHURIA STANDS IN
WAY OF ARBITRATION.

SATURDAY,

AUGUST 5, 1911.

HIS TROUBLE

Pathfinder.)
Dream the Great dream, tho you It is to Japan What the Monroe Doctrine is to People and Governshould dream you only,
NOT OF HEART
ment of U. S.
And friendless follow in the lofty
(By Special Leasr-- Wire to New Mexican)
quest.
To F. R.
Tokyo, Aug. 5. Hesitation on the Real Facts In Regard
Tno the dream lead you to a desert
Relief Obof Japan to enter into negotiaIllness.
Huffman's
part
lonely,
tions with the United States looking
tained By Curing His
Or drive you, like the tempest, withto the conclusion of an arbitration
out rest,
Stomach Ailments.
treaty on lines similar to that projectYet, toiling upward to the highest al-- ; ed between Great Britain and the
DENVER BREAD
i
Waynesville.N.C Mr. F. R. Huffman,
tar,
United States is not borfl of objection
There lay before the gods your gift to
of this city, says : "I suffered dreadfully
desire
a
from
arises
but
arbitration,
j
supreme,
to know more of what may be pro- with what I thought was heart trouble,
I
In
A human heart whose courage did not
posed before committing herself.
and tried various medicines in vain. ' falter
cer-are
It is pointed out that there
After other remedies had failed, Thed- Tho distant as Arcturus shone the
TRY IT
tain things which Japan cannot and
Glean.
restored me to
ford's
not arbitrate any more than it
iwill
'
health. I would not feel safe without
the
to
would
be
reasonable
expect
The Gleam? Ah, question not if
United States to arbitrate the applica-- j
in the house. I consider
others see it,
tion of the Monroe Doctrine. Undoubt--; it worth its weight in gold.
Who nor the yearning nor the pasedly Manchuria is the crux. So much
sion share;
has been said and is being said about ' It cured my indigestion, and by this
Grieve not if children of the earth de- the hand of the whole world being means I was restored to health. I can
cree it
expansion policies not express my gratitude for its benefits."
against
The earth, itself, their goddess. that Jt hasJapan's
com t0 fog the popuar be--:
Good health depends on the condition
'
only fair!
lief in Japan that every effort will be of your digestion. Poor digestion and
reof
soul
need
and
The
has
prophet
made to prevent her making any more good health do not go together.
j
deemer:
out of her present position in ManSouthern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Black-Draug- ht
will
Thedford's
her
Her outstretched wines
!
against
leases
.
life
of
per-the
churia
than
the
"
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
WE GIVE REGISTER
thoroughly cleanse and set in order your
prisoning bars,
mits
IT IS LOTS BETTER TO GO FISHING IN A WASH TUB THAN
Is
and
for
waits
truth
She
with
truth;
that festive system.
It ta B fact, undoubtedly,
TO GO RIGGED OUT WITH ROTTEN LINES AND HOOKS THAT
tne dreamer,
for
the
done
this
It
has
others,
during
so
as
far
the
for
future,
Japan.g pang
WILL SNAP WHEN THE BIG FISH GETS ON.
Persistent as the myriad of stars! Manf-hnrii
n.erned. are nebulous, oast 70 vears. and is today the most
BUY OUR STRONG LINES AND SPRINGY POLEs'ANI) PROPShe has developed the port of Darien popular vegetable liver remedy on the
ERLY TEMPERED HOOKS, AND YOU'LL NOT LOSE YOUR TEMalong the lines of the program laid market. Try it.
PER WHEN THE BIG FISH GETS ON; YOU WILL LAND HIM.
down by Russia before the war, and
Insist on Thedford's. Price 25c.
AROUND THE STATE
TACKLE OUR TACKLE.
Darien is becoming a magnificent Pacific port There is no intention of
Wood-Davi- s
Co.
making Port Arthur a naval base, but
Lucero Sued for Damages,
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
commer- too
be
will
it
developed
along
Mushrooms, French Peas and Antipasto
been
Lucero
has
the
sued in
, ,
Felipe
If It Hardware We Have It
Phone 14k
Four hundred miles of the
Phone 14
district court at El Paso for. $5,000 South .M'anclluria Railway,
together
bread
our
Don't
us.
to
forget
These lines are like home
Cathedral.
with the lease of the peninsula, have
First mass at 6 o'clock a. n. Second
involved vast expenditures. These
25c.
in English,
Bi
Charged With Horrible Crime.
may be reimbursed by China and the mass at 9:30. Sermon
Elmer McGary Clinton was held in leases terminated but there is anoth- - Third mass at 10.30. Sermon in Span-e- r
ish. Rosary and Benediction at 6:30
FOR THAT SUMMER OUTING
$2,000 bail at El Paso for attempted
interest, namely, the Antung-Muk- Phone, 191 Black.
Fran den railway, which in another year P- - n. Devotions,
criminal assault on
ces Foster.
Lady of Guadalupe,
will be the continuation of the Korean!
MEXICAN HATS
First mass 6 a. m. Second mass
railways and the last link in the line!
New aud Full Assortment of Unique San Juan Potter)
Died of Typhoid Fever.
between Fusan at the southern end of j (hiss) 9:31 a. se.
i
George F, Cutler, aged 32 years, peninsula of Korea and Berlin.
First Presbyterian Church.
Latest in Hand Color- Artistic
died at Portales, Roosevelt county,
First Presbyterian Church, B. Z.
By the time the leases have termi- Post
Cards.
inf
Framing.
of typhoid fever, leaving a wife and nated, the
capital account will be very McCollough, minister,
Mc-b- e
two sons.
large, and it is doubtful if China will' Sunday school 9:45, Allen R.
able to purchase. Meanwhile the; Cord, superintendent; morning
Santa Fe Railroad Sued.
of Manchuria goes on al- ship, 11 o'clock. Dr. Lewis : Patton,
Se-o- f
The Santa Fe Railroad Company has most entirely because of the activities D. D., of Hartford Theological
San Francisco Street.
Ensued
been
will
Christian
for
$30,000
resident
preach.
damages
by
Chinaman
the
minary,
Japan, and
Sole Agent, For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
George Palmer, who was injured while benefits in bo far as he is able to mar-- , deavor, 6:45. Theme "Lessons from
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package working in the railroad yards at Al- ket his produce, while at the same the life of Job." No evening service
4LFALFA SEED.
in-- !
on account or tne union services in
time, the monev in circulation
buquerque.
creases and he is more prosperous. the Hall of Representatives at 8:30
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Edward
when Professor
Arrests at Roswell.
The Japanese do not care to go to: o'clock
Isabel Arizo was arrested at Ros- Manchuria. The climate does not Hewett, Ph. D., will deliver an illus-suwell for carrying a concealed weapon
them, and there they must come trated address on the "Holy cities of
'
prayers
and was fined $50 and costs. William in competition as laborers and as mer-- , Central America."
: : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE
: :
7:45
o'clock,
at
a
is
who
Black
evening
Babb
was
Phone
chants
with
the
Wednesday
Chinaman,
arrested for using immoral
Phone Black
language and was fined $5 and costs. cheaper laborer and equally as astute Come thou with us and we will do
45
45
a merchant. Nevertheless there can thee good,
All
St., John's M. E.
be no doubt that Japan intends to
of
Struck Fine Flow of Water.
Rev. B. F. Summers
announces maintain her sphere of influence up
Sunday, August 6, 1911, services at
Ale
having struck a fine flow of water in to the last. There has been so much st. John's Methodist church; Sunday
the well which he is sinking on his bickering over certain interests in school at 9:45 a. m., preaching at 11 D elivered to
your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
1
ten months. They have hundreds of farm southeast of town,
Checkering Bros.
yesterday Manchuria and so much of discrimi-- a. m by the pastor. Everybody is
satisfied customers in New Mexico morning. He is starting in on his im
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
against others and intrigue in come. . There will be no services in
Bush and Lane.
and Arizona.
provements as if he meant business. their own behalf has been laid to the: the evening on account of the lectures
Co.
SANTA
MINERAL
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
CO.
door of Japan that she always looks at the capital.
Estancia News.
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
for some move that will follow the
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piane Paid $1,600 for Breaking Sunday Law. same lines, Arbitration has not a
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln- Ninety-siof the 115 people of Glen pleasant sound to the Japanese offiMilton and the World Famous Cecilian deman Co. will meet every customer Echo, Maryland, were hauled into jus- cials. They, have been disappointed WOOD'YS HACK LINE
WHOLESALE
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making
tice of the peace court at Rockville, by arbitration before. Nevertheless,
AJSD RETAIL
other makes.
Prom
purchase of u piano a simple nd sat- Md., for breaking the Sunday law by if the terms of the
This firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not on attending a baseball game in Glen treaty are found to be practical there
BARRANCA TO TAOS
RATON
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
Echo Amusement Park on a Sunday. is every likelihood that Japan will not
YANKEE
alwill
she
to
but
be
unwilling
join,
Meets Both North South
The total fines imposed end paid
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
CO.
CERRILL08
ways ask to be allowed to apply the
amounted to $1,600.
Bounds Trains.
Monroe doctrine to Asia,
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
Anthracite Ccal all Sizps, Smitbirg Coal. Rteem Coal.
Rush for Homesteads.
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
bound tra.tr and arrives at
north
the
Sawed Wood end Kindling.
The restoration for filing of sev
I ESTER
Taos at 7 p. m.
eral thousand acres in the Mogollon
a.
1'HK IftlAVONl UKANlt.
Zfi41v4f Asl your DritptrKt for j
Ten miles shorter than any other
mountains in Socorro county, resulted
Uia.nond lSrunrt'A
Good covered hack ana food
IMIUin Ktd an.l ttuid metallic W"'
Telephone 85
way.
Telephone 85
in a rush at the Las Cruces land ofboxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
teams.
"
ao
of
Tnke
other.
your
fice on Wednesday by homestead ap??y
WrusrrlHt- - Ask flbrCfc Lti&M.TE?t 2
,
for as
I1A&1(M liKAAJ
ThinrdinttoMnkiFu
plicants. There were 26 receipts isrears known as Best, Safest, Always KeliaU
sued by noon, and in two instances,
BY HW(?TS FV5SYBF?i.
?fR
SET
two diffesent parties had made application for the same quarter .sections.
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
.

"The Best

Every Loaf"

Know
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Black-Draug-
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GOOD EATING!

J

Imported Oilthe very bestand Sardines,

Six

Hardware

Loaves for

LOUIS NAPOLEON

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

&

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
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,

'

it

j

Why Import Mineral Water ?

j

Mid-wee- k

LEO HERSCH

j

PIANOS

PIAN05

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
Kinds
Soda,
Ball
Special High
Ginger

j

wel-natio- n

Learnard-Lindeman-

FE

THE

n

WATER

i

Jesse-Frenc-

x

oal

Anglo-America- n

Wood

Screened

R.

m

1

J. CRICHTON

S PilLS

LUMBER & COAL YARD

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

FRUIT BOXES
FOR STANDARD APPLE, PEACH
AND PEAR BOXES
SEND YOUR ORDERS TO

FRANK F. GORMLEY, SANTA FE, N. M.
436 Canon Road.

Phone

19

Black.

CO.
MORGAN
LIVERY
Successor to
Williams
B. P.

have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all timet of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
I

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST

Phone

139 Red

Santa Fe, N.

M

EUROPEAN CAPITAL

Furnished for attractive enterprises
in all substantial lines of business.
Railroads, Tractions, Water & Electric Powers, Irrigations, Timber, Mining, Agricultural & Industrial.
Bond, Debenture and Stock Issues
Purchased or Sold.
Underwritten
Properties purchased for European
exploitation and investment.
Financial Undertakings of all sorts
handled.
Miscellaneous commissions and orders of all characters accepted for execution in any European country.
Correspondence enclosing full de
tails at first writing invited.
.

capital coal yard.

iCTSUTSSSf.

FARE

New Mexico Good Roads.
The second edition of "New Mexico
Good Roads" a publication issued
monthly by the territory in the interest of better highways, has reached
tnis omce. Tne paper contains a
number of handsome illustrations and
an interesting article, "Do Scenic
Highways Pay?" by Paul A. P. Wal
ter, edjjtor of the Santa He New
Mexican. Las Vegas Optic.

Lump

$5.00

W. H. KERR
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call far
ysur laundry on Mondays and Tues-

days and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays,
All work Is guaranteed; yonr socks
are mended and buttons sewed an
ysur shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

PHONE RED 122

Terrible Charge Against Militiamen.
Charges of a bumble nature are
brought against the National Guard
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
soldiers in the maneuvers near Chi
cago. Twenty-on- e
girls below age;
La Salle Restaurant
were driven out of the militia camp
after they had been in the park with THE INTERNATIONAL BANKERS ALLIANCE
CHAS. Q ANN, Prop.
soldiers nearly all night. A fourteen
48
Mark
Telephone 11,
old
London,
Lane,
England
year
girl, wearing short dresses,
was found unconscious in one of the
rwo Doers Below F. Andrews Ston.
tents of the Fifth Ohio National Guard
Regular Meals 25 Cents
so a witness charges. The girl was
Short Order at all Hours
carried to a milittary hospital and
BOARD BY THE WEEK f&OO
then to another hospital where she
died: The night watchman testified
Preach Noodle Order 20c.' a dish
will meet you half way, 'if you rethat two girls, about fourteen years
New York Chop Suey Me.
at
inforce
your
energies
old had been carried out of the park
unconscious late at night after hav
FAYWOOD
ing visited or been lured to tents of
different soldiers. Another girl was
found near a hay rack. At least, so
HOT SPRINGS
says a dispatch, to the Denver Post.
It cures, and you remain cured,
we know, and you w!l if you try it
More people, men and women, are
For Best Laundry Work
Conceded the greatest kidney
suffering from kidney and bladder
"
water on earth.
trouble than ever before, and eaca
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Why not visit Fay wood Hoi
year more of them turn for qu'ck re
Springs first, since you will eventlief and permanent benefit to Foley's
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
ually go there anyway?
Kidney
Remedy, which has proven
Hotel.
Perfect
Large Modern
Itself to be one of the most effective
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop.
Clitrate. Booklet.
remedies for kidney and bladder ail- Mrs. P. O.
T.
C.
Brown, Agent.
"The
Faywood,"
McDermott,
medical
science has de
ments, that
M.
N.
Fayweod,
all druggists.
vised. For sale
Phone Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 2)

PROSPERITY

Imperial Laundry

lmProved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
andRancles; Also a namber of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in IheEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

Uu OilIXP

FOR

CAT

Modern Residences for Rent.

F. M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
(9

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

C&L 'Phone 9

Whefl in. Need of Anytlifnr
in the LIVERY LINE.
Drivers Furoisbed.

CHAS.CLOSSON

Don Caspar Ave,

--

.

FIRST CLAS5 HACK SERVICE
For hire at aepular

ccaicrs
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TIME TABLE ALL

GOOD

LOCAL TRAINS

Many Santa Fe Readers Have Heard
It and Profited Thereby.

The following are tbe time tables
of the local railroads:
Leare
,

"Good news travels fast," and the
thousands of bad back sufferers in
Santa Fe are glad to learn that
prompt relief" is within their reach.
Many a lame, weak and aching bach
is bad no more, thanks to Doan's
Our. citizens are tellKidney Pills.
ing the good news of their experience
with the Old Quaker Remedy. Here
is an example worth reading:
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin St..
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The splen
did results I obtained from the use
of Doan's Kidney Pills several years
ago has been permanent and for that
reason, my confidence In them has
increased.
I suffered from a dull.
heavy ache In the small of my back
and was . subject to headaches and
I always felt tired, had
dizzy spells.
no ambition and was in poor health
when I procured Doan's Kidney Pills,
It did not take them long to cure
me, and from that day to this, I have
willingly confirmed ihe public state
ment I gave in January 1907, tell
ing of my experience with Doan's
Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cent
Fostea Mllbum Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

A. T. A 8. F. Ry

8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 weitr
bound, No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive l Santa Fe 12:10
P. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, west
bound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
p. m.
7:20 p. m. cocset with No. 7 and
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eaetbound

Returning arriv

at San

Fe

'

P. m.

ll:ip

D. A R. G. Ry.

Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 p..m., conlects with Na
2 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections

east

from No. 3

Notice for Publication,
Not coal land.
Department of the Interior,
v. a. Lana umce at Santa Fe, N. M.

July

29, 1911.

States.
Remember the name Doan's
take no other.

Notice is hereby given that Jesus
Lopez of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
30, 190G, made homestead entry. No.
for the NE
of Section
25, township 15 N, range 11 E, N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five-yeproof, to establish claim to the land above described, before register or receiver, U.
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 14th day of September, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses: Ja
cinto Ortiz of Rowe, N. M.; Jose L.
Martinez, Bicente Lucero, bota of
l,
Pecos, N. M.; and Juan Gonzales
of Glorleta, N. M.
MANUEL B. OTERO,
Register.
9735-0765-

NEWS.

and

Notice for Publication.

4

Not coal.

Department of tue Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa he, N. M.
July 31, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Jacobo
Leyba of Galisteo, N. M., who , on
March 9, 1911, made homestead entry
No.

9021-0727-

for SW

4

of section

14, township 12 N, range 12 E, N. M.
P. meridian, has filed notice of Inten-

Ise-be-

ASK JUDGE PRINCE
TO COME BACK.

II
GO
KITCHENER

Residents of Flushing Send

HIS SAURY

THE

$35,000

Trade Unionists Propose to

Or-

ganize Citizens' Army In
England-

PAGE THREE

THE FORUM

g

Him to Return to
Home Town.

TO EUROPE
It Is Believed He Will Keep
Down Nationalists With
Iron Hand

Him a

M.

(From Flushing, N. Y., Journal.)
Some time ago, a number of the old
friends of Judce I.. Bradford Prinr
who knew him and valued his friend-ship before he went west to become
chief jutice and later governor of the
territory of New Mexico, conceived
the idea of having him return to
Flushing to remain permanently, and
to spend the remainder of his days
among the scenes of his boyhood and
early manhood. To that end a petition
was circulated among well known citi
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get the kindness of those who joined
a court stenographer and, ye gods,
in its expression.
NUISANCE MUST BE ABATED.
what a howl there was! The present
Happiest Girl In Lincoln.
"Please accept for yourself person To the Editor of the New Mexican, j assistant
attorney general, Mr. H. S.
A Lincoln, Neb., girl writes: "I had
ally my kindest regard and thanks,
Now that the spirit of progress has Clancy, was the man appointed to been
ailing for some time with
and I shall hope to see you and all of entered into our ancient
city, and so that position. Mr. Prince introduced chronic constipation
and stomach
our friends before very much time
many modern residences are being many new methods, when he was in j trouble.
I began taking Chamberhas elapsed.
erected, and the mayor and city coun- official position, as those who were lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and
"Very truly yours,
cil are alive to the best interests of associated with him, will remember.
in three days I was able to be up and
PRINCE."
"L. BRADFORD
all, I beg to call attention to the numNowadays it seems to be the custom t got better right along. I am tho
erous outhouses which are allowed to as of old to shout:
"Hail King of proudest girl in Lincoln to find such
Foley Kidney Pills will check the remain in the heart of the city.
Jews" and then "Crucify him."
a good medicine.
For sale by all
progress of your kidney and bladder
A LAWYER OF THE 80'S.
They are most offensive going home
dealers.
heal
trouble and
by removing the any summer evening, from the Palace
cause. Try them. For sale by all Hotel or the Plaza, at the corner of
If you want anything on earth try If you want anything on
in
druggists.
Washington and Palace avenues and a Want ad In the New Mexlcal
New Mex'can Want Art.
"IRONQUILL."
Eugene R Ware (1841-191-
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house-holde-

(Ey Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
London, August 5. Except among
the Egyptian Nationalists, who, however, have been very quiet of late, the
appointment of Lord Kitchener as
British Agent in Egypt and the Soudan, has been received with the greatest enthusiasm. Here in England satisfaction Is expressed at the fact that
the government has at last found
something for the greatest of Britisa
generals to do, something that is considered worthy of his talents, while
the British residents in Egypt have received the news with the greatest delight.
Although Sir Edward Grey has announced in the House of Commons
that the appointment of Lord Kitchen
er does not foreshadow any change in
the government's policy, there is a
feeling, both here and in Egypt, that
if there is no change, there will be at
least a different way of carrying out
that policy. Kitchener's reputation
gives the Imperialistics hope that he
will deal a little more drastically with
those Nationalists, who at the com
mencement of the late Sir Eldon
Gorst's administration, attempted and
to some extent succeeded in stirring
up trouble.
While the Nationalists are Quiet and

tion to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before register or receiver,
U. S. Land Office at Santa. Fe, N. M.,
on the 13tn day of September, 1911. their leaders dissasociate themselves
from all talk of violence, there is
Claimant names as witnesses:
Emlterio Leyba, Macarlo known to be a great deal of smolder
Lopez,
SWITZERLAND
OF AMERICA
Leyba, Isabel Leyba, all of Leyba, ing discontent, encouraged by the SoN. M.
cialist members of parliament.
A
THE VALLEY RANCH
MANUEL R. OTERO,
strong man, it was felt, was needed
Register. to keep this under, and in Kitchener
The PLACE, the TIME for a VACATION
the people believe they have the man.
The rainy season is closed.
His long experience in Egypt and the
Loss
of
Loss
Time
Means
of
Pay.
The FISHING SEASON is open. There
trouble and the ills it breeds Soudan further fits him for the place
Kidney
is no better fishing in this counmeans lost time and lost pay to many and his appointment was doubtless
try than at Valley Ranch ; also a working man. M. Balent, 1214 Lit- made with the almost practical cer
that British prestige would ben
hunting, horseback riding, ten- tle Penna St., Streator, 111., was so taintyfrom
his administration.
There
nis, etc., combined with the bad from kidney and bladder trouble efit
best of board, the best of baths, that he could not work,' but he says: are some optimists who believe that
the best of everything.
"I took Foley Kidney Pills for only this benefit will spread throughout
a
short time and got entirely well the Near East and tnat with KitchenRates, $12 to $15 Per Week.
and was soon able to go back to work, er and a strong army in Egypt, Britain
A postal will briar you an illusand am feeling well and healthier than will be able to formulate and carry out
trated booklet of the Upper Pecos free. before." Foley Kidney Pills are tonic any plansor she may have in Turkey and
frustrate any schemes of
in action, quick in results a good Persia
Address, THE VALLEY RANCH,
friend to the working man or woman other powers that might interfere
ills.
who suffers from
For with England's policy.
Valley Ranch, N.M. sale by all druggists.kidney
Kitchener's Salary.
Lord Kitchener's full title is Mini.
ster Plenipotentiary and
and his salary is $35,000 a year.
In theory he simply acts as the auth
orized exponent of the views and
wishes of his government to the gov
sEisSTT
ernment of Egypt. In reality, how.
ever, he is arbiter of Egyptian policy,
and will be responsible, under the BritSANTA FE, N. M., TO
ish government for the administration
of Egypt and the Soudan and the Khe- $50.35
Buffalo,- - - $64.95 dive, the theoretical ruler, is bound
to accept his advice. The Khedive is
to have opposed the appointment
21.10 said
44.35
Denver,
Louis,
of Kitchener, for with a strong man at
Cairo, the Sultan's representative will
have very little to say.
Pla-cid- o
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SUMMER TOURIST RATES

Chicago,

CLEARANCE SALE

St.

New York,

76.35

ColoradoSp'gs,

18.15

Boston,

75.95

Pueblo,

16.35

Citizens' Army Proposed.
Trade Unionists are looking forward
with interest to a fight over the ques- - tion of the organization of a citizen
army to be raised at their annual con
T0 MANY OTHER PRINCIPAL POINTS IN gress in September. The subject is to
PA
I CO THE UNITED STATES, CANADA and MEXICO d Drougnt iorwara Dy the London
LU IT
Glass Blowers' Society in the form of
the' following resolution:
PRIVILEGES.
LIBERAL LIMITS AND
"This congress realizing that militarism and the existence of a regular
For further particulars, see any Santa Fe Agent.
standing army constitute a menace to
.
SANTA FE, N. Ml popular liberty, is of the opinion that
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
the time has arrived for the institution of a real citizen army, free entirely fronv military law durlne times
of peace, officered entirely 'by the se
lection of the rank and file. Such citizen army to be used for defensive
purposes only."
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
The members of the congress are
of
Southwest"
the
"The West Point
not by any meanB agreed on this subDeRanked by United States War
ject. At previous congresses similar
partment as "Distinguished Instituresolutions have been defeated, the
tion." Army officers detailed by War
members declaring themselves oppos"
vDepartmented to all forms of militarism. If the
Through Academic course, preparproposer of the resolution is to be
or
for
business
men
young
ing
college
credited, however, Trade Unionists
life. Great amount of open air work.
are coming around to the view reneat- Healthiest location of any Military
edly urged by Will Thorne, M. P., the
School in the Union. Located in the
labor member, that every man should
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
be compulsory trained to bear arms,
of the West at an elevation of 3700
and
that they should be organized into
feet above sea level, sunshine every
a citizen army to take the place of the
day, but little rain or snow during the
standing army. A variety of opinions
season, v.
have been given by labor leaders and
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
social
reformers on the resolution. It
all graduates from standard eastern
Is rather interesting to hear H w.
colleges. , Ten buildings, throughly
Lee, the secretary of the Social Demo
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
cratic Federation, declaring that "mil-tar- y
r'-In all respects.
training in some form or other Is
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
bound to be introduced into this counW. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
try before long, and we prefer to see
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
it universal and in as democratic a
W ,M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
form as possible, without the applicaand W. A FINLEY.
tion of military law in time of peace."
For particulars and Illustrated ca- ,
address:
Alcguea
Seven Days of 8ummer Yesterday
COL. JAS. W WILLSON,
was the seventh day in succession
. Superintendent
that the maximum temperature reachIB- -.
ed the eighties at Santa Fe. In fact
the maximum was 81 although during
M the night it went down to 48 degrees,
the coolest thus far this month.' The
relative humidify was 19 per cent, the
Baggage allowance 100 lbs. ' to driest thus far this summer. For
t
Carrying the V. 8. mail and ,
and tomorrow local showers are
between Vaughn, N. 11, and each regular ticket: axeaaa
for the northern portions.
predicted
at
the
rate
of
hundred
lbs
Stopper
HonrelL N.- sL. connecting with tat
we are equipped to carry any kind
El Paso ft Southwestern and Rock IsDo not allow your kidney, and blada
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,800 Iba der trouble to develop beyond the
land Railroads and the Atchison,
ft Santa re Railroad.
rates are given for - excur reach of medicine. Take Foley KidLeaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar- Special
ney Pills. They give quick results
tor
isions.
eight or more passengers. and stop irregularities with surp-is-lrive in Roswell at 1:00 p. m.
Vot farther Information,
write the
. Leaves Roswell at 11:80 a. m., arpromptness. For sale by all
rive In Vaughn at 6:30 p. m.
Roswell Ante Co, Soswell, N. M.
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OF MEN'S, LADIES' AND
CHILDREN'S

lATEC

SHOES

STOP-OVE-

New Mexico Military

Institute

-

1

COMMENCING

Saturday, Aug. 5th,

Pairs Ladies' Shoes,
odds and ends. Values
to $2.50. Your choice . .

50

$1.00

SENSATIONAL PRICES

Over 200 pairs of High
Qrade Oxfords. Value.

with, genuine
$2.15 A5ALE replete
opportunities. We are

Your choice

$4.00.

A ROUSING SALE

!

Consisting of this season's

Latest Styles:

Tan, Russian Calf,
Patent Leather,

LACE OR BUTTON.

EXTRA SPECIAL
Pairs Ladies'

150

to-nig-

ki..,

$1.50

Oxfords

and Slippers

Reduction

20

ON OUR ENTIRE

ag

J W. STOCKAJSO;

MANAGE?

It,

-

r -

v

If you want anything on earth
New Mexican Want Ad.

try

BROKEN LOT SALE

Men's Shoes
and Oxfords
We have assembled all
the odd styles and sizes and
reduced their prices to such

an extent that we are sure
to move them. Some have
been reduced 25 per cent,
rate. Come
some at
1-

-3

in and let us show you what
we have, and how much we
can save you by buying
your shoes from us.

200 Pr. Ladies' Canvas Oxfords in

white, gray, b'wn
and tan colors.
Values to $3.00.

Your choice.

the best
most sought after styles. They have
lost their commercial value to us. They are
just
as desirable, just as valuable to you as if we had a
hundred pair of every size. THEY ARE TO BE
SOLD AT ONCE, and in our determination to close
them out we neither look at their cost nor at their
value. They are marked to go at a price that will
make you long remember this sale in our
g
history.
We fit all shoes carefully and
guarautee them
to give satisfaction.
sellers-t- he

value-givin-

STOCK

To-pek-

Men's

putting our greatest efforts into
this sale likewise our greatest value.

ON

THEY REPRESENT la most instances

Patent Calf, Vici Kid
and Gun Metal

N.

pas-engt-

AND ENDS

LADIES' SHOES AND OXFORDS

-

ROSWELL,

1911,

Saturday, August 12th

ON

.

ROSWELL AUTO CO.,

I IIIIIS

SAVE MONEY

Women's

and

Children's
LOW SHOES AND

OXFORDS

JOHN PFLUEGER

THE
SHOEMAN
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RRIGATtDN

Journal :

10

OF NEW it

Epochmaking Address Made Today by Territorial Engineer Charles D. Miller at Resources Conference

at Mountainair.
turns, that less than 750,000 acres are
already under irrigation, most of
which has been irrigated for a num
ber of years under small farms. With
the exception of one or "two hundred
acres all of the above land will be
irrigated by direct diversion from
rivers, creeks, and' arroyos, partly
from perennial flow and partly from
storage of floods. The estimates un
der the different applications are for
the most pqrt conservative. However,
to make allowance for possible overestimates, it is thought that 15 per
cent should be deducted from the total, leaving 3,824,840 acres, which will
some time be watered from our surface supplies. To show that we have
water supply for this acreage, com
putations which have been made from
records collected by gaging of our
streams, we find that the total aver
age annual run off of New Mexico
streams is 5,057,000 acre feet divided
principally as follows:
Annual, run off
Acre Feet.

The topic w'nich has been assigned
me, owing to its magnitude, the scope
of fiie field, and the intricacy of the
questions involved, together with the
fact that much has been said by more
able authorities than myself, makes
it exceedingly difficult ' properly to
present the irrigation resources of
New Mexico to this convention. Large
quantities of literature have been
published, and . distributed to every
portion of the United States, dealing
of
with our resources, particularly
those wonderfully favored sections in
which the respective authors may live.
These articles, used for real estate
purposes, are necessarily loyal and
enthusiastic, giving only the bright
side of irrigation development, leaving the settler to find out for himself
by experience, that tnere are many
with
phases of irrigation connected
water, unthe proper scientific use
der varied conditions of soil and climate, upon which a financial success
depend, and a failare to comprehend
which may mean both monetary loss
and the ruination of the land. But it
is not my intention here to explain
how to use water in irrigation, but
to outline the water supplies available
for this purpose in the different sections of the Territory

j

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

THE
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MOULTON-ESP:

GENERAL AGENTS,

Then Act!

COMPANY

E

:

:

'

Santa Fe Planing

the

Albuquerque

Mill

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Morning

"New Mexico Good Roads, Number
two, the monthly bulletin inaugurated
by the territorial engineer's office,
has been1 received by the Morning

Sash, Doors,

Moulding
casings, case,

L'

Window Frames,
Door Frames,
Dry Run F0Qrinjr

Wainscotting,
Ceiling,
Custom Work,

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

Journal and demonstrates that Engineer Miller hit upon a happy thought
when he got the bulletin bug. The
second bulletin contains a beautifully
illustrated article by Editor Paul A.
F. Walter of the Santa Fe New Mex
ican on "Do Scenic Highways Pay?"
a question answered graphically and
emphatically in the affirmative by the
writer.
"There are pictures in the Santa Fe
range, of the Valley Ranch and a
view of the Pecos, the, Dalton Divide
and the La Bajada hill, with an .interesting article by the engineer on
road drags and their utility, illustrated with diagrams. The editorial column is brief and spicy devoted to
the progress of road t Improvement
here and there in the territory, and
the introduction remarks that the first
issue of the bulletin took much better
than was expected and that a larger
number will be printed hereafter to
satisfy the demand. The bulletin
should be In the hands- of every good
roads advocate and booster."

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
We solicit a liberal share of your patronage.
Plans,
Specifications, Etc.

A. KIGSES,

M

-

Estimates cheerfully furnished

j J.B.

READ, Cashier.
F. MciANE, Assistant Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE.

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN NEW
MEXICO.

SANTA FE, N. M.

1

iA?

B. J. PALE,v, President.

,

How About That Fire Insurance?

road."

Says

1

L

Think About

AUGUST 5, 1911.

SATURDAY,

-

,

RE SOURCES

.

is-

sued by Territorial Engineer Charles
D. Miller, is meeting with a cordial
reception throughout the Territory.
It is beautifully printed and illustrat
ed, and will serve to stimulate further
interest in the all absorbing topic of
good roads. Writes Judge E. V. Long
of Las Vegas.
"It's a fine publication and should
attract much attention to New Mexico. Our scenic conditions if advertised should bring us a large summer
tourist population."
Colonel R. E. Twitchell. writes:
"Permit me to congratulate you on
No. ,2, Vol. 1, Bulletin New Mexico
Good Roads, which I find in my post
office box this morning.' In the light
of the' advertising which the Scenic
Highway is, receiving in the eastern
newspapers, I think it would hardly.
do to have any visitors come and look
at the Scenic Highway either on the
Las Vegas or Santa Fe ends of that

TflLXICAN

fE, ft.

ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

:
:
Capital Stock,
$150,000
and
Undivided Profits, " 80,000
Surphis
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money un the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to all
parts of the civilized World on as liberal terms as are given by
any money transmitting agency public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent,
per annum, on
six months' or years' tlmei Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
of its patrons in the banking line, and aims to extend to them
as liberal treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety
and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
3

P. M. HESCH, Jr. & SON

state have been active , in bringing
about this movement purely from a
business standpoint, the women of
the state have taken hold of the effort
at another angle and take the position
that the children are the best things
reared in Texas, and that those who
grow to manhood and womanhood
where the surroundings are beautiful
will make better men and women,
other things being equal, than those

A
amateur yachtsman of
New York tells this joke on himself.
With a few friends he started on a
cruise by way of Long Island sound.
They kept close to the shore and, owing to the lack of wind and to the slowness of their boat, they were still drifting by familiar country a week or so
after they left Gotham.
At one point of land they' passed, a
which have been accustomed to filthy
solemn individual ; sat fishing. For
streets and a general
some hours the boat made virtually no
appearance of the town in which they
were reared. In almost every town progress, and after a while the fisherman roused himself sufficiently to ask:
women's clubs and these are a pow"Where a ye folks from?"
erful factor in both civic and social
"New York."
life of the Lone Star state are tak"How long out?"-- ,
',
'
movement
in
an
the
active
interest
ing
"Since July 1."
for civic beauty. In fact no factor in
Then, after a pause, the man asked,
this work is more potent for the pro "What year?"
gress of the movement than the women's clubs of Texas.
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SANTA FE'S GREATEST BLESSING
One of Santa Fe'.s Incomparable
blessings is its city water, absolutely
free from any possibility of contami
nation, as there is not a single dwell
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
ing along the watershed from which
it is derived. Coming from 12,000 feet
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Animas at Aztec
800,000 and more above sea level,- fed by eter
880,000
Canadian at Logan
the
with
nal springs and melting snow,
Thirty seven room, newly, and neatly furnished,
Gila at Red Rock
200,000
spillway of the main reservoir run Both Teams Will Line Up
well lighted and ventilated,
,
Strong
Rio Grande at San Marcial. .1,150,000
over even so late in the season,
Fe Band Will Give ConRooms en suile with private bath an i phone.
Santa
Mimbres at Faywopd
7,000 ning
absois
of
water
the
the
city
hydrant
cert on Grand Stand.
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500,000
lutely pure. Said a man who return
'
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San Francisco at Alma
(By
100,000
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ed this week from a trip through
San Juan at Bloomfield
1,500,000 South
History.
ROOM. FINE CUISINE
I missed most
"What
East:
and
$3.00 A DAY
Proprietor.
'
Tomorrow afternoon will be seen
Tn earliest authentic record we
during my absence was Santa Fe wa one of the best baseball games this
5,057,000
have ns tn the nractice of irrieation.
ter and next to it Santa Fe summer
year on the St. Michael's
College
comes from the memoirs or reports of Inasmuch as these records were
climate."
in
lower
lected
the
at
stations
grounds, when the Albuquerque Grays
out
Coronado
in
de Vaca in 1530,
there are occasional
is
It
true,
Kt r
and forty years afterwards initIona f tns Btram systems, they do breaks of mountain fever in Santa Fe, meet the Santa Fe Salmon Grays for
1582 Antonio da JSspeJcv wherein men- - j not show the losses by evaporation, but traced to their source, ;they are the first time this year. The game
u
s . ( ,. .. .
ul
auua.sc
those of people .using wen will start at o'clock, and before the
tion is frequently made as to the 11
'
and trio- - generally
ve7, uu branches tuts
water, or whose premises are not kept game, the Santa Fe band will give a
practice of the Pueblo Indian tribes
icitvu
uiaiu clean, or from outhouses, or from concert in honor of the ladies present.
up the Rio Grande valley, who culti- uianw wuiuuform uut
&
a part of the total
who during a visit away from The band will also play several selec
vated the soil and secured abundant channel and
records above quoted. There are people
"
tions
the
and
other
communi
in
water
town
game.
during
Brierly
drank
of
wheat, com, melons, etc., by
yields
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot &!CoId Batbs.$- Electric Lights
sections of the territory, also, ties. But as to Santa Fe's city water Owen, the new
,
arrived last
means of ditches, diverting water some which
players,
we have secured no reo
Street
supply, it is absolutely pure and. free evening on No. 1. They were expect
from this river upon the fertile Rio upon
C. LIPE'HERRERA, Prop
McDuffer look 222 San Francisco
Squllbob Doesn't
divided principally into the west- from deleterious bacteria and cannot ed
noon, but were not able comfortable in this
Thursday
Grande soil. The Spaniards recruited ords,
weather?
ern central, southwestern, etc., drain- be
wintry
otherwise, because at no point is to leave Trinidad, Colo., until yesterdtheir larder from these Indians, and age
!
Squilllgan-j-SureAt the first cold
basins, upon which the rain fall
made requisitions apon them for cloth is comparatively heavy for this coun- there a place of contact from which ay.- They have' played all the season wave he starts eating flannel cakes
can
contamination
with
originate.
the Trinidad team and are in tor breakfast.
which the Indians manufactured from
;
,...' '
try and of course, some run oft should
very good condition. They will greatcotton. They fashioned the cloth into be considered. In order to embody the
The New Mexican makes no apolog
ly strengthen the locals. Brierly is
wearing apparel and the suplies en- actual measured run-of- f
EVIDENTLY GOT IT CHARGED.
ad- one
together with for permitting the splendid
of the best backstops that ever
abled them to prosecute' their marches amount of run-of- f that is lost and not
Charles
Territorial
of
dress
Engineer
played in this part of the country, and
to the northern sections of the Terri- accounted for by such records and to
D. Miller at Mountainair today to is besides a heavy batter. Owen, is at
- .
tory.
include drainage areas which have not
crowd out two columns of editorial home in any position in the infield or
In San Juan county the ruins of ir- been measured, we give herewith the and other matter, for the address Is the
outfield, very seldom making an
rigation ditches Used by the Aztec In- following table:
the finest kind of boosting editorial error, end is also a good batter and
dians centuries ago are still visible.
Estimated Mean Annual Run-Othat could be "written. "To be told very fast on the bases. The AlbuThe accuracy with which these dit- of River Systems and Drainage Ba- authoritatively that there Is enough
querque aggregation under the leaderches were laid out and constructed by sins of New Mexico, the first figures water to Irrigate at least four million ship of Dan
Padilla will arrive tomor
the Indians without the aid of any being area in square miles, the sec- acres, if not five million, where twen row noon determined to
SflVfi MflflP.V nd ,nconvenIence by Purchasing Wells
give the Sanin acre feet
instrument whatever is evidenced by ond the annual ; run-of- t
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the fact that present ditches in San
depth
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there
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measure,
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30,West Central (Lost Basin) 270,
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SATURDAY,

expected home this afternoon from
the Estancia valley, where he spent
&
the past two weeks on his homestead
and also preached in the Estancia
'
church on last Sunday.
Chief Deputy James J. Goutchey of
I pluck'd a rose, so sweet, bo rare,
Amidst a band of beauties fair,
the internal revenue department, will
I press'd it to my heart and thought leave this evening, via the Santa Fe
Dobs
Of all the pleasure it bad wrought.
railway for Kankankee, Illinois, to vis- Then dropp'd it in the laughing 6tream it relatives Mr. Goutchey will likely re- The meadow brook, with mirror gleam, turn toward the end of the month, acThat it might pass to other lands
companied by Mrs. Goutchey.
Your Patronage Solicited
To smile sweet smiles in other hands.
A most enjoyable social event will
J. E. Roche in the Columbian.
be the reception next Tuesday aft
ernoon at 4:30 o'clock a the executive
Miss Harrison and Mrs: S. P. Gray, mansion when Governor and
Mrs.
H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
. B. LAU6HLIN, President
of Pecos, at the .Palace.
?
Mills, W411 be at home to their friends
i'-- 1'
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier
I
Mr. and Mrs! W. G. Nutter of Clovis,
including the faculty, lecturers, stuare visitors at the Palace.
dents and visitors of the School of
The Rev. A. M. Mandalarf, S. J., American Archaeology. Governor and
isof Albuquerque,
in the city.
MrsTMilfs take a great interest in the
J. J. Burke, the well .known floir wortf omve-'stboo- r
Mrs? Mills being
salesman of Lamar, Colo., is at the one of the members of the Woman's
Established 1856.
Incorporated 1903.
Palace.
of the New Mexico Museum.
N. A. Hardeman, the. hardware Auxiliary
The affair will be informal, and no
salesman of St. Louis, is at the Montespecial invitations are issued.
zuma.
Mr. and Mrs. O. M. Felix and three
Peter Brown and Alfred Herrera children of Owensboro,
Kentucky,
are Deriyerites registered at the
!!
have taken possesion of the residence
hotel.
lately occupied by Mr. and Mrs. T. C.
J!
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Hamilton are
McConnell, wno left on Wednesday
J! sightseers' from Kansas City at the
for Owensboro.
Mr. McConnell tradPalace hotel.
ed places with Mr. Felix in the InterAngus Mc6illivray left yesterday at nal Revenue service.
for' Santa Pe for a short visit.
! noon
The past week has been a brilliant
.'' one
Estancia News.
5!
socially, doubtless due to the
Mr. G. F, Meek is down from Santa fact that the
city is filled with scienFe to spend a week on his claim, soutn tists and students
attending the sumof town. Moriarty Messenger.
mer session of the School of Amen
Mrs:1 Sta'ndley G. Small will give a ican
Archaeology in thn historic old
'
party Monday for Mrs. Amado Cha Palace. Many teas and parties have
ves who Is "visiting friends here.
been given in honor of these lecturers
?! " Mr and "Mrs." Henry G. Coors, Jr., and
students and all Santa Fe has ex- Turn-Bac- k
5! arrived from Las Vegas last evening tended them a warm welcome.
f
on their way home to Clovis, Curry
On Thusrsday a tea was given by
5!
i
.
county. , .. , ,.
Miss Massie at her home on Lincoln
Mrs." Phoebe Howell of Socorro is Avenue and
,11
it was also in honor of
visiting, her, daughter, Mrs. Fornoff, the scientists and their pupils. Mrs.
wife of Captain Fred Fornoff of; the A. S. Brookes, wife of the adjutant
New Mexico mounted police.
:
general, presided at the table. Sweet
Hilario Delgado, clerk in the
peas, dahlias and nasturtia were the
has gone on a month's vacation. floral decorations. Miss Massie provHe'twill? visit Denver and Cheyenne, ed a charming hostess and one who
Qo
'
Wyoming. .
was able to draw many interesting
D..T. Hoskins, the well known bank- people to the affair.
et of Las Vegas, is in the city, to atJohn W. Roberts, messenger of the
tend i a meeting of the penitentiary governor, and private in Company F,
boatd of which, he is a member.'
New Mexico National Guard, gave a
'
Mrs. R. H. Hanna left the Sanitari- musicale Friday night at his home
um this week for her home on
on San Francisco Street Mr. Roband Is. reported to be con- erts is a clever musician and besides
valescing rapidly- from her recent ill- playing the piano he is an artist maness.
nipulating the pianola, a fine instruI
UUIIIl III! 1
Judge Mechem spent last week In ment in his home. Several men in
P. O. Box, 219.
Tucumcari with friends. He looks bet- the company were among the guests
Phone 36
ter than we have ever seen him and as was also Wilson Mills, son of the
what's better he has made good as governor.
According to the New York papers
Judge, a fact we all feel pround of.
Cuervo Clipper.
Dr. Frederick M. Bishop of London,
Mrs. S. B.' Grlmshaw will leave to- who has been living many months in
night for her former home in Toron Santa Fe, as the guest of Bronson M.
to, Canada, to spend the remainder of Cutting, was the recipient of much so- the summer,. Mrs. Grimshaw hasicial attention from, the smart set in
I rented her house on Grant avenue to New York during the 24 hours he
Mr. and Mrs. Palmer.
spent in the metropolis previous to
A
Another' tea will be given at 4:30 embarking on the Mauretania.
this afternoon by Mrs. 'Paul luncheon was given in his honor at
jj o'clock
a dinner at the Cafe
J A. F. Walter, at 405 East Palace the
k Avenue.
It' will be in lionor of the Martin and a final party at the Jardin
lecturers and students at the summer le Paris.
'
school and will likely be well attend- A tea was given ..Wednesday after
the
noon at the old Palace under
MrsJCA.' B. Renehan gave a card
of the ladies committee of
auspices
party Thursday afternoon in honor the ' New Mexico Museum. Five-oof Mrs. Amado Chaves, formerly of the ladies on this committee: Mrs
Santa Fe 'and now of Albuquerque. James L. Seligman, Mrs. Nathan Jaffa
There were four tables and bridge Mrs. A. M.
Bergere; Mrs. Arthur Sewas placed. Many cut flowers servMrs. F. C. Wilson, were
and
ligman
' in
ed as decorations.
charge and the affair was a ery
Rev. B. F. Summers, pastor of St.
delightful one. The tea was in honor
John's Methodist Episcopal church, is of the lecturers and students at the
O. C.WATSOiN
summer session of the Archaelogical
I'
school and it was attended by a hun119 San Francisco
dred or more persons. It was held in
SANTA FE, - - - N. M.
the historic Puye room resplendent
with the mural pafnUngs of Carl Lo- -
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heretofore been shown in Santa Fe.
PLANTS
ORIENTAL
Now is the time to transplant this gorgeous flower. My
poppy plants are right and will grow and bloom the coming
season. 20 cents each ; $ 1.50 per dozen.'

LL

Parisian artist Cut flowers decorated the table over which
myriads of electric bulbs shed a soft
and pleasing glow.

FLOUR

up-to-d- ate

JTO

JAMES

Phone, Black 204.

McCONVERY,

415 Palace Ave.

want the best that
comes to Santa Fe then
you buyour
If you

Boss
GOLD

MOST BEAUTIFUL, DESIGNS.

No

Rings, Brooches, Pendants.' Neck Chains, Bracelets,
v
styte' glft more desirable for your Eastern friends.
SuFraacciso

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
i

(Old

Ranch

Spark

i

Cold Pnre Spring Water.
$15 a Week
No Invalids

.j,

:.

,

,

,

.,-.,-

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Qhostj Willow and Bear Creeks
.

Telempn

Glorieta

f

Write Pecos

it is ancl why? Because
no better Flour can be
--

,

With
the Best
Goods at the
Right Price

Nathan Salmon, the well known
"Always Reliable
merchant, made a speedy trip with a
and
the
party yesterday to Bernalillo
Corn Dance at Santo Domingo. In his
DRUGGISTS
Elmore car were R. v. Garrett, Probate Clerk George W. Armijo, William
Farrah an& Mr. Salmon. They made
Niitt
Phone
Phtne led 58
the trip to Santo Domingo in one hour
and 40 minutes; to Bernalillo In one
hour and 50 minutes more and from
Bernalillo back to Santa Fe in three
hours and 45 minutes. The car ran
very smoothly and accepted the stuCARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
pendous climbs and . conquered ,the
sand In a surpassing manner. "As a
climber the Elmore has many, other
"SIGN WRITING
powerful machines beat,'' declared one
of the party, who had travelled fre
First Class Work Guaranteed
quently over La Bajada, HH1.

,

iiM

ft

co.

FURNITURE CO.

iM

;

Look

at the Window

The SATINE and SILK UNDERSKIRTS
the latest and nobbiest patterns

X

SThey are Moving Fast.

il

ADOLPH

SELIGMAN, DRY GOODS
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CO.
x x x
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Plaza Fete.
The annual plaza fet 'neld

under

PAUL P. LACASSAONE

309 San Francisco
the auspices of the Woman's Board of
price.-ir..- :.
Trade will be given Thursday afterStreet
noon and evening, August 10. As In
"
We also tave Diamond Flour," a former
years the plaza will suddenly
bud
in booths of gorgeous colorforth
Colorado
Hifh Grade
Milling that is
and an attractive pergola will
ing
'
a leader lii its class,
spring up as will, many "stores," at
which the public May spend a few sil
ver
DAILY
pieces. . There wl)l be candy, lemRECEIPTS
OF
:
onade, tea and other tables and flowCARPENTERS
ers in great variety will lie for sale.
AND
MAKERS.
the
CABINET
The supper in connection with
Plaza Fete will be served from 6 p.
m. to 8 p. m., on the evening of Thursday, August 10, in the assemblyroom FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
of the public library. Both Ameri- SIGN PAMTWG NEATLY DONE
, can and Spanish dishes will be on the
menu, which will be published in full
on Wednesday evening. - Children will All Work Guaranteed.
Phoie, led 115

Vegetables

China.

d

Store

J. P. Steed

)f

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
BestofBeds
Best of Food av v

sure

bought or made at any

Street

;

LEADER

IT

LLittleDrug

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Krlti.HU

SILVER

FILIGREE

Hand-painte-

AKERS-WANE- R

: BUTT BROS. CO., :

Mr. Salmon Made Record.

.

Exquisite Designs of

& Son

Tesuque Valley Fruit Ranch
Containing 1,000 Bearing Trees,
Best of Ditches and Water Right.

?

If you are considering an investment we can
demonstrate that this is ONE of the BEST.
Phone Black No. 52

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

&

Insurance Agency.
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Johanna Franz Fiske and Ernest A.
(Continued From Page Four.)
Johnston, administrators of the estate
of Eugene A. Fiske, deceased, plain- irrigated from wells producing

Cuinpany.

Railway

FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

In the District Court for the County IRRIGATION RESOURCES
i
of Santa Fe, Territory of New MexOF NEW

MU

St. Louis Rocky

SA.MTA

tiffs.
No. 67SS.

M.

claim this whole valley one hundred
miles long and aproximately thirty
miles wide, is subject to irrigation by
pumping. Wafer has not yet been
shown to exist for the same, however,
and the said claim is merely conject-gallon- s
that
jure. It has been shown, however,
in the immediate vicinity of Alamc- gordo there is water in sufficient quan-lette- r
tities to irrigate by pumping, and it
is estimated that eventually probably
50,000 acres, or less, will be so irrl- gated therein. Until an examination
of the valley has been made in detail
it will not be known, even approximately, how many acres may be irri-

Honored
... by Women

wr.nen a woman spruits of ber

I

500

AUGUST 5, 1911.

SATURDAY,

secret

silent

suffering she

trusts you. Millions have

be-

stowed this mark of confidence on Dr. R. V. Pierce,
of Buffalo, INT. Y.
Everywhere there are women who
bear witness to the wonderworking, curing-powof Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription
which saves the suffering sex
from pain, and successfully
grapples with woman's weak- cesses ana stubborn i!!s.

down to possibly 200 gallons
vs.
of water per minute.
Johanna Franz Fiske, widow of EuThe following is an excerpt from a
Johanna
A. Fiske,
deceased;
MEXICO.
NEW
gene
of Hon. Ralph Ely, Deming, N.
RATON
OFFICES
GENERAL
Franz Fiske, Guardian Ad Litem of M., dated July 7, 1911, upon irrigation
Rogers A. Fiske, Eugene W. Fiske, by' pumping in the valley.
(Head Up)
In effect Sept, 1st 1910
(Read Down)
Wallace E. Fiske, and Norma S. Fiske
"I think it is safe to say that there
STATIONS
19 , Miles
minor children of said decedent; A. is an area of annroximately
60,000
ti 111
M. Shockey, Guardian of Luella M. E.
4 00
with a variation either way ol
Moines. N. M...Ar
acres,
0
7 30
60
non
3
compos mentis, daughter
Kumaldo
4
Fiske,
7 40
10 per cent, which can be irrigated by
3 30
IT MAKES WEAK WOflEN STRONO
Dedinan
11
05
of said decedent; and Miguel Chaves,
3 15
wells
16
Oapulln
producing from 500 to 1200 gal- gated therein.
8 20
3 05
Defendants.
IT HAKES SICK WOMEN WELL.
mortgagee,
20
Vigil
of water per minute. Of this area
2 45
Valley
25
Thompson
Notice is. hereby given, That in pur- lons
lm
2 25
9 10
be
31
will
in
that
val
No
irrigated
for
Cunningham M
woman's appeal was ever misdirected or her
Pumping
irrigation
It
1 66
suance of an order of the District the larger portion
42
tnifton House
9 35
1 30
while the area ley is comparatively new, but it has
il
SSsSjw-!
misplaced when she wrote for adviee, to
49
Ar
10 00
Raton, N. M, ...Lv
Court of the County of Santa Fe, Ter with the smaller wells,
d"LD 8 gISP?JNSAv Medical Association, Dr.
Ar 10 15
Katoii.N.M
i.Lv
2 30
of New Mexico, made on the upon wnich wells capable of producing been definitely ascertained that with49
ritory
9
M....
House
S'
Ollfton
Pierce, President, Buffalo, N. Y.
2 47
29th day of July A. D. 1911, in the mat 1000 to 1200 or possibly 1500 gallons in a twenty mile radius of Albuquer..
9 32
SPreston
48
Dr. Pierce', flaunt Pellet Indue mild natunl bow,, monmcnt oocm
8 07
a
8 65
65
.Koehler Junction.
3 45
ter of the estate of Eugene A. Fiske, of water per minute may beI developed, que there is a territory of one hunshould say dred square miles which can be irri. .Koehler..
9 05
3
deceased, the undersigned, the ad is comparatively limited.
8 20
...II Colfax
68
4 1.'.
ministrators of the estate of Eugene that 25,000 acres would cover it. I gated by pumping at heads of from
8 02
.Cerrososo
76
4 43
land is not known but
A. Fiske, deceased, will sell at private may be wrong in this but if I am, it ten to two hundred feet. Outside that "water-logged-"
i.v 7 46
82
..Oiinarron
Ar....
5 00
Lv.-.- .
Ar a ra
Cimarron
5 10
to the highest is on the conservative side.
is probably a territory there are many thousands of acres in
there
radius
in
three
parcels,
sale,
27
6
CI
...Nash
6 18
6 17
.. Harlan
"Beyond the 60,000 acres there is of fifty square miles now likewise the Pecos and Rio .Granae valleys
6 2S
bidder, upon the terms and conditions
6 00
94
Ute Fark, N.M...LV
6 46
Ar
Palace.
hereinafter mentioned and subject to territory on unknown area where susceptible to irrigation, so that, in which must be drained before it will be
pm
pm
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Hamilton,
confirmation by said District Court water in considerable quantity can all, in this valley there is an area of worth anything as farming land. The
City.
on or after the 2nd 'day of October, and undoubtedly will be developed; approximately 100,000 acres available land so drained will afford water sip-plnOonnects at Colfax with K.P.& 9. W. Ry. train both Northland Soatb.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Nutter, Clovls.
to an additional large area now
A. D. 1911, all the right, title, interest hut it will be irrigated from wells sup- for irrigation by pumping.
N.lM.I
Preston
at
M.
meets
trains
K,
Houten
SSlage for Van
J. J. Burke, Lamar, Colo.
a. plying from 500 gallons down to pos
tae leaves Ute Park, X, M ., for billzabethtown, N. M., at 9;00 A. m. dally excepl and estate of the said Eugene
Extending south from this valley dormant from lack of water. In the
C. A. Carruth, Antonito.
Fiske, deceased, at the time of his sibly 200 gallons of water per minute. along the Rio Grande and thence to Rio Grande valley, especially In the
uudsys, Fare fa uoone way t3.50 roundM- trip; fifty pound bagaraxe carried free
W. M. Calhoun, Elizabeth, N. J.
for the soutb at 11:11 p. m. arrives fromltbe death and all the right, title and in For certain purposes land irrigated and a short distance south of Socorro, vicinity of Albuquerque, the drainage
.0. AS. train lenves Ous Mcinos, N,
Miss Harrison, The Pecos.
tb at 4:88 a. m
terest that the said estate has, by with these smaller pumps will be i3 a tract of laud of probably 25,000 question is all important. The river
Mrs. S. P. Gray, The Pecos.
of law, or otherwise ac- quite satisfactory. I think its ultimate acres in extent which can he irrigated bj- its windings, has "subbed" the valoperation
M. WILLIAMS,
VAN HOUTEN,
!. G. DEDM
.N,
C. A. Whiting, New York.
other than or in addition to destiny is redemption through an by pumping at heads of water simi- ley In large sections and In some plaquired,
M
P.
V. P. & G.
Agent,
J. B. Wood, City.
Superintendent,
that of said deceased, at the time of electric power plant, although increa lar to those just mentioned. Over all, ces the water table is above the
W. B.- Freeman, City.
his death, of, in and to the following sing perfection of the gasoline engine the Rio Grande valley, therefore, from ground. The straightening of the
Bud Burke, Los Angeles.
described real estate and personal may make it entirely satsifactory. Of the vicinity of Bernalillo to the north- river channel would be a most effectCoronado.
property,
the cost of redemption where ern end of the Elephant Butte Reser- ive means of draining the land. I
course,
William Rogers, Los Cerrlllos.
Parcel Number 1. House "and lot in the water supply is limited will be re- voir, is
would
area
estimate
the
of
land
which
to
estimated
'
conservatively
Mrs. P. Woods, City.
Cathedral Square, City of Santa Fe, latively higher per acre than in those contain- an
of 125,000 acres for needs draining and the increase there
area
home
residence,
Will Owen, Trinidad.
New Mexico, used as
0
from of new irrigated land to be
districts where
pumping units irrigation by pumping.
Pete Brown, Denver.
said house being constructed of can be installed. large
acres.
we
other
Among
" "
things,
As stated, the estimated acreage for
Alfred Herrera, Denver.
adobe with slant metal roof, containing
Bisbee
allaws
T &
need
will
not
which
not
drainage
If
"A very large proportion,
all, the Mimbres valley is 200,000, for the
twelve rooms, and said lot being de
low one land owner to stand in the
points
Montezuma.
scribed by metes and bounds as fol of the land in this valley capable lo-of Portales valley 165,000, for the Esway of others who wish to lay drain
been
of
NSW
has
via
form
Pacific
Alamothis
No.
Mexico
to
for
1,
redemption,
and
the
corner
tancia
Coast,
the
Ico, Arizona,
valley 125,000,
Charles L. Grant, City.
lows:
Beginning at
to
to
river
tile
the
recover
and
re
I
more
than
but
doubt
whether
run
cated;
D. Matheson, Mesilla Park
gordo valley 50,000, and for the
which is the northwest corner;
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
claim their land,
N. A, Hardeman, St Louis.
valley, with
ning thence south sixty degrees fif S per cent of. the irrigable area is in
Summary.
and cultivation. It would be quite impos- the valley to Socorro In addition, 125,-00teen minutes east eighty-threFred H. Law, Brooklyn.
In summarizing our irrigation- reseven-tenth- s
feet to corner number sible for me to give an exact or even
John T. Law, Brooklyn.
acres, or, in all, 665,000.
I
to
desire
at
time
this
sources,
only
As stated at the beginning of the
F. T. Annabil, Albuquerque.
two, the northeast corner; thence an- approximately correct estimate on
minutes east, one this point, without very full and care- pumping section, the figures are taken prove an ultimate irrigated area of
south forty-fiv- e
Thomas E. Young, Chicago,
hundred and eight feet to corner ful investigation.
from statements of others, and I do 4,000,000 acres for which I believe i D. T. Hoskins, Las Vegas.
"I have a suspicion that if the stock not want to be understood as agreeing there is ample water supply from the
number three, the southeast corner;
J. L. Flint, Watrous.
diversion
and
OR
degrees men were to tell all they know reD. D. Ferrell, City.
thence north eighty-nin- e
ith them entirely, as at this time sources mentioned,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Coors, Jr.,
west, one hundred feet to corner num garding the strength of their wells ata on this subject are so limited that storage or surface Supply, drainage,
ber four, the southwest corner; thence tnere would be development in otherJ we cannot give definitely any accurate pumping and artesian wells. The Clovis.
100,000 acres, possible of irrigation
north eleven degrees east, one hund- sections, not only of Luna county but estimate.
H. Alexander Hibbard, Denver.
inROUTE
I
E. Jellenck, Philadelphia.
red and fifty feet to the place of be- throughout New Mexico. While
There are others areas in the terri from small water supplies are not
"
C. W. Shoff, Albuquerque.
Being bounded on the north would hardly expect to tarn onto an- tory which will eventually be irrigat cluded in the following statement:
ginning.
Land now irrigated, 750,000 acres.
by the principal street of said city, other valley as large as this where ed by pumping, bat which have not
San Francisco the water supply is so abundant andj as
sometimes called
Surface supply,
actual measureMany a Suffering Woman.
yet been considered past the sug
street, but designated on the official so pure and so near the surface, I gestive period, and for the time being ment and run-of- f computations,
Drags herself painfully through her
as
Cathedral
city
survey of said
Far rates and full information address
acres.
daily tasks, suffering from back ache,
would be very much surprised indeed the above estimate will not be instreet; on the south by Rio Chiqulto if there were no areas throughout the creased to cover them.
Estimated pumping area, 640,000 nervousness, loss of appetite and poor
o-street, designated on said official sur territory which can be redeemed by
f
acres.
.
sleep, not knowing her ills are due to
Small Water Supplies.
vey as Water street; on the east by the
Paso Texas.
'
and bladder troubles. Foley
Artesian wells, 75,000 acres.
with a lut of not to exceed
kidney
The
resources
also
pump
in
irrigation
San
from
the public street running
Pills give quick relief from
total
100,000 acres,
feet.'
Kidney
150
Drainage,
clude
of
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opportunities,
at
now
Francisco street, or as it Is
and
pain
misery and a prompt return
shallowness
and
known
The
quantity
water
sufficient
utilizing
supplies
Cathedral
only
that place
designated
of water in this valley will undoubted
Deducting one half of pumping esti- to health and strength. No woman
for from fifty to two, three or five
desigFe
river,
to
Santa
the
street,
who suffers can afford to overlook
to make it one of the greatest hundred acres. There are hundreds mate 320,000; 5,245,000 acres.
nated on said public survey as Cathed- ly go
For possible overestimates on pre Foley Kidney Pills.' For sale by all
Mexico
New
in
districts
of
is
pumping
a
where
there
the
propositions
west
on
only
the
by
ral street; and
and druggists.
Portales Valley.
littls water available and which if sent irrigated area, artesian
house and lanas formerly owned by
-for
available
area
An
to
idea
as
the
1
x3 Manuel Armijo de Chaves; and being
w T
4
t
properly stored can be utilized in drainage section, 245,000 acres;
Notice for Publication.
acres.
further described as Lot Number Six irrigation by pumping in this valley furnishing a sufficient acreage to main
Not coal land.
Allowing for lower water duty than
of the may be had by reference to the U. S, tain
farmer and his family. These
of Block Number Twenty-onof the Interior,
for
four
the
million
Office
Land
of
given
Department
General
1,
to
small
acres,
map
April
said City of Santa Fe, according
proiects are scattered without
U.' S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
acres; 4,000,000 acres.
the official survey and plat thereof 1911, showing lands in the said valley any definite regularity all over New
I believe that the 4,000,000 acres as
July 29,1911.
made and compiled by John Zimmer excluded from designation under the Mexico and have been overlooked owman, City Engineer of said City. Being "Enlarged Homestead Act." Such ex ing to the large irrigation filings made possible irrigated area in New Mexico T ..Notice is hereby vrgiven that Romaldo
n T,,l t.
If
It is enough
and intended to be the same land clusion embraces about five townships which do not cover many of the smal- to be
The Rio
.1 AnM
.1
n n .AAA
i
vH
we
to
that
acres
of
have
Fe
3,250,000
land
of
Santa
acres
or an area of 115,200
approxi ler rivers or arroyos. Every little
conveyed by the City
SW
from which crops can be grown in
for lot 3, and SE
or
affords
Eugene A. Fiske on the fifteenth day mately 50,000 acres in Blackwater
chances
spring
marsh,
section 25,
NW
of October, 1901, by deed recorded in Draw, parallelling Portales Drew north for one or two men to secure a small abundance and which await the settler Sec. 24, and E
of
at page 170 of the records and east, eight to ten miles, under irrigated farm at a very low cost per who will get the crops therefrom and township 15 N, range 11 E., N. M. P.
Book
a livelihood for himself and family. meridian, has filed notice of intention
of the Recorder's office for said San- which shallow water is to be found acre and have an independent
system
people
Power.
to make final five-yeta Fe County.
proof, to estab-- ,
and which eventually will be irri- of their own. Dry arroyos will afford
The aplications for power purposes lish claim to the land above described.
Parcel Number Two. Law library. gated by pumping. Combining these a head of water If subsurface dams
BEST FISHING GROUNDS
to date are about sixty-fiv- e
and total before the register or receiver, U. S.
office furnishing and fixtures.
estimates, therefore, there are some are constructed, catching and bringing
IN COLORADO AND
Parcel Number Three. All other 165,000 acres avilable for irrigation by to tne
up to about 225,000 horse power. To Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
surface
the
large quantities
personal property of the estate, con- pumping in the valjey.
of underflow that exist in all of our this must be added 25,000 horse power 14th day of September, 1911.
MEXICO.
sisting of household goods, furnishClaimant names as witnesses:
scale
a
stream
beds. Many settlers over- that will eventually be developed by
Already pumping upon
large
dry
the government under the Elephant
ings and pictures, private library, has been inaugurated in the valley by look these small
Rivera of Santa Fe, N. M.; Pedro
in
their
opportunities
camping outfit, etc.
of a central pumping plant eagerness to get under a large system. Butte project. With storage on our Rivera, of Pecos, N. M.; Enriquez Rivinstallation
All located in the City of Santa Fe,
at Portales. This plant has a pump These small projects are more easily rivers, 'counting power that can be era of Glorieta, N. M.; Bicente Lucero
New Mexico.
For Further Information Call on or Address,
ing capacity for the irrigation of 11,- - handled and more quickly buljt, do developed under Irrigation projects of Pecos, N. M.
Cash
of
sale:
conditions
Terms and
MANUEL R. OTERO.
000 acre's, end pumping was commen
not depend upon the bond market, and adding for streams which we know
in gold coin of the United States; ten
have considerable power and which
in
therefrom
ced
Register.
its
in
completion
upon
and
delays
can
be
construction,
per cent of the purchase money to be
1910. This was too late for constructed by the applicants them have not been filed upon by water
August,
on
balance
of
time
at
the
sale;
paid
Notice for Publication.
that selves. A small farm of this kind right applications, we believe this to"
Deeds and ab- practical crop results during
confirmation of sale.
tal of 250,000 horse power will be
Not coal land.
more
than
but
1,000
this
in
located
season,
the
year
of
the
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the
stracts at the expense
purchasdoubled. The engineer's office has Department of the Interior,
acres
are
is
successfully
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irrigated
Mogollon
worth
more
mining
camps
The purchaser to assume the
er.
on foot to than a farm of three times its area in made estimates of 500,000 horse power U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
payment of and take the property from the plant. Plans are
as being available from New Mexico
July 29, 1911.
purchased by him subject to all ter- increase the capacity of the plant two the more thickly populated sections, streams. This power will help greatNotice is hereby given that Seferino
as the owners can get from forty to
ritorial and county
taxes, and all fold.
In developing the pumping for. irriLucero, of Pecos, N. M., who on July
Estancia Valey,
fifty dollars a ton for alfalfa. To give ly
assessments of whatsoever name or
gation.
,;w,ktfB 30 1906, made homestead entry, No.
available
area
an
in
idea
be
to
as
The
this valey
by
the number of filings
nature, which are now or may
In order properly to develop the
SE
for lot 3, SE
come hereafter chargeable to or a pumping has not yet been ascertained which have been made for small proSE
of section- 23, township 15
lien against the property purchased by beyond certain definite limits. The jects and their percentage of con- Immense resources above outlined, it W
him.
water supplies have been determined struction as compared with other is necessary that we pay considerable N, range 11 E, N. M. P. meridian, has
All bids or offers must be in writ in the vicinities of Willerd and Estan larger propositions we find that the attention to the following essentials: filed notice of intention to make final
five-yeCapital.
proof, to establish claim to
ing for parcel or parcels as a whole cia, and because of the great variance 4,000,000 acres covered by applications
The development of our resources the land above described, before regand not for items or portions thereof, therein between the two localities, only 31,000 acres outlined by 165 appli
The ister or receiver, U. S. Land Office at
and may be mailed to the adminis- they will be spoken of separately.
cations embracing an area of 3,774 should be made conservatively.
which have the stamp of ap- Santa Fe, N. M., on tne 14th day of
trators at Santa Fe, N. M., at any
Immediately surrounding Willard is acres have been completed, and fifteen projects
time after the first publication of this an area of 25,000 acres or more where- having an area of 2,101 acres, have proval of territorial authorities and September, 1911.
1911
o
4,
notice and before the making of the in water may be pumped for irriga been
Claimant names as witnesses:
or more completed. It is proper legal protection will interest
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Dosale.
There
capital.
sections
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li.
Jose
many
Martinez,
to
Gonzales,
tion at an early average depth
safe
say that of the remainder, 90
JOHANNA FRANZ FISKE, from 30 to 40 feet
mingo Martinez, Juan Jose Martinez,
Immediately sur per cent are in the course of construc- other western states that have as
and
projects .as those of New all of Pecos, N. M.
area is another area of tion, and because of late filing have
this
rounding
ERNEST A. JOHNSTON,
Mexico. We have no corner on the
MANUED R. OTERO,
25,000 acres wherein water may be not as yet been reported to this office
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'
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depths
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International
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such a large field from which to se- lieve
from
180
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to
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that
1 1, 12
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converted
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13
and
for three days, October
Dated August 5, 1911.
If you want anything on earth Try
Immediately surrounding Estancia farming land by the use of these
HANNA & WILSON, Esqrs.,
.
(Continued on page seven.)
a New Mexican want ad.
"
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is an area of 25,000 acres, or more, small individual projects will run
PACERS
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DURHAM
BULL
Administrators.
for
Attorneys
which may be irrigated by pumping from 75,000 to 100,000 acres.
to be raced Bull " Durham Day, Friday, Oct.
from depths of 150 to 300 feet SurArtesian Wells.
13.
This stake was given by the BLACK-WELL- 'S
Notice for Publication.
The artesian belt must be included
rounding this area, and extending to
DURHAM TOBACCO CO.
Department of the Interior,
the west, north and east is a vast area in the irrigation resources as it forms
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, K. M. susceptible to irrigation by pumping a portion of the irrigable area of this
EXCITING
RACES
DAY
HORSE
EVERY
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July 10. 1911. at depths from 100 to 300 feet There commonwealth. Oi
of the well
Notice is hereby given that Pedro are streaks in this section where known artesian belts existing in New
Upon
Mexico is the section about Roswell
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10, 190C, made homestead entry, No. feet.
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for lots I and 2, aid S 2
the present time in that district about
At this time, the Information is
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1 1
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range 10 E,'N. M. .'. meridian, has irrigated by pumping In the valley that gate about eighty acres, or In ell about
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final five year proof, to establish claim than 125,000 acres are so susceptible. district may be extended considerably
to the Iand above described, before When more is learned of the valley oy me addition ol more wells and it
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Office it may transpire that the said acrea is safe to say that an area of 75,000
30
nez, Jose Angel, Patricio Garcia, alt at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 17th day of age is greatly in excess of that figure. acres or more, will eventually be
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
August, 1911.
In 1909, the U. S. Geological Survey supplied by wells in that section.
of Lamy, N. M.
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must be done how
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Department of the Interior.
port thereof is found the following, to- - proper casing, as some of the land is
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Office
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N. M.
becoming ruined from water breaking
.U. S. Land
wit:
MANUEL R. OTERO,
TO AND FROM ROSWELw. .
July 12, 1911.
"In spite of the high cost of fuel, it out of the casing and "subbing"' the
Register.
water is lifted in the most economical land. This escape of artesian . water
Notice is hereby given that Manuel
in the earth is noticed by the Increase
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covering something over a million
MEXICO. acres, and there is ample water supply for that acreage, as snown by rec- Continued from Page Six.
iords collected on the San Juan river.
Fifteen millions of dollars is a pre
lect good propositions must b satis- liminary estimate of the total cost
fied that the projects ve hav to offer for handling the immense materials,,
have ample water supply, have the necessary supplies, labor, etc. The
protection of the law and impartial projectors must construct their ow
justice from political office holders. railroads first or secure some outlet
Tnere have been many dark men dis- over standard gage rails from the
covered in western irrigation wood Santa Fe, Southern Pacific or some
im
piles, and the result has been almost other railroad company. The
disastrous to irrigation securities. The mense opportunity for irrigation devfailure of one concern gives opporti-nit- y elopment, coupled with the possibito the "stay at home" writer to lities of a coal field large enough to
get in his work. The Immense drains give every inhabitant of this country
made upon eastern banks to be in- 1,000 tons, where
veins are exvested in western irrigation securi- posed to the suriace (U. S. Geological
ties have resulted in opposition from Survey reports), and where present
eastern capitalists to the irrigation in- railroad facilities are. so limited,
dustry and, every opportunity is taken should make that wonderfully rich
to discourage investments in this sec- co in try a field for careful investiga
tion. Men are hired even to write tion by railroad interests. Up the
magazine articles deriding the "back Chama and El Rito Valleys, private
to the farm movement" in the west corporations are planning to build
and cautioning the small investor to spurs connecting with the D. & R. G.
main line. Rumors have long been
keep his money at home.
Colorado, where irrigation on a large extant concerning a railroad through
scale has been practiced for many Taos county from the north and from
years, has suffered so long at the the east. Freighting is now done over
hands of "wild catters" that recently thirty to forty miles of rough road
the State Land Board has taken a and a section from which the Mor
movement to
irrigation mons of Salt Lake secured their seed
confidence of wheat over one half century ago, is
conditions and
the people in its irrigation projects. lying dormant awaiting the construc
The state authorities will probably tion ofrailroads long hoped for. The
pass upon the merits of every pro- western section of the territory will
IRRIGATION

RESOURCES
OF NEW

to Eettlers because of the confidence
instilled in the latter by this protection from the territory. Some objections might be made by dishonest
contractors, but no such difficulty has
man
yet Deen experienced. One
spending over $100,000 for a dam in
the northern part of the territory,
stated that the only objection he had
in connection with his project was
that the inspectors did not come more
frequently.
Carey Act and District Irrigation.
Two special kinds of irrigation pro-jects are entrusted to the territorial
authorities: One under the Carey Act
is administered by the Carey Act Land
Board, which supervises formation of

to irrigate anywhere near the original
acreage contemplated, the result being grtat financial loss. Whereas, if
the water supplies had
properly
investigated and projects built along
the lines suitable to same, they would
undoubtedly have proven very successful. This 1b how New Mexico
looks to outsiders, thougn those of us
who live and work in the territory at
times less able to give reliable estimates of ourselves than those living
ac some distance. This comment that
New Mexico's resources are being developed upon safe and sane lines,
when compared to other slates, is very
flattering indeed. This condition is
credited in a large measure to the

M.
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il oat conven
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MASONIC
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
FOR SALE or rent, three room tent
Aik tour rimpyliit for
Regular communi11 ne Crtnni-.
H A it v F. L .urpiy
no
cation first Monday house, Frank Andrews.
n
Im
fVr
oth'T.
trua itamti
of each month at
llluslrntfd 'KH'k .aj?ri. It I
In- tnU iiarT'.cninrt and
FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot.
Hall at
Masonic
nliMii e to iadln. M VII ML O.
tage. Bath, range, light. O. C. Wat.
7.30.
son & Co.
H. H. DORMAN,
both inclusive; that the undersigned
Master
Receiver will, on the 20th day of AugFOR SALE Horse and buggy fo:
CHAS. E. LIXNEi. Secreta.-y- .
ust, 1911 at the Court House in the
A bargain.. Call at New Mexsale.
City of Santa Fe, New Mexico, ask
ican.
No.
Fe
Santa
Ctapter
the Court to approve said account;
1. R. A. M.
Regular
and that exceptiots to the approval
FOR SALE Seven
room house.,
convocation second
of said account, if the same are to
electric light, fine :awn. fifty
of that character. The terrl-- rigation law now in force. The man-ton- be
bath,
of
month
each
Monday
heard
by the court, shall be made
at MaBonic Hall a fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenue.
engineer as a menvoer of that ' ner in which the law is administered in writing and specify the
particular
body approves the water supplies, the must of course have an important
7:30 p. m.
item, or items, in said account to
plans and specifications of construc bearing on the subject. The
SNAPPY side line for salesman
JOHN H. WALKER.
which objection is made, and be filed
tion work, and the board as a whole
H. P. making small towns, quick shipments
Engineer was responsible for with the Clerk of the District Court
determines the price of water right the irrigation development now taking wherein said cause is
and prompt
commissions.
Write,
on or ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
and looks after the filing of bonds for place and which is securing such fa- before the 10th dhy of pending 1911.
for order book today. Bird Mfg. Co.,
August,
the protection of the settlers, etc.
vorable comment from those who
Santa Fe Commanderj 331 N. 5tn ave., Chicago, 111.
CHARLES C. MURRAY,
The other, under the irrigation dis- know.
No. 1, K. T. Regular
Receiver of New Mexico Central
trict law, requires tne approval of the
conclave fourth Mon- , FOR SALE One 12 H. P. boiler
The matter which should be looked Railroad Company.
water supply by the engineer's office into carefully In this development is
day in each month at and engine $30.00, and one 40 H. P.
Masonic Hall at 7:30 engine $75.00, all in running order.
and of the bonds by the district court the close relation between the engiNOTICE OF SUIT.
Must be sold at once. Inquire P.
p. m.
The latter form aids in the bonding neering features of irrigation and the
of
New
Mexico,
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C. Hesch. Sr., Planing Mill.
o patented land for the construction terming conditions under the project Territory of
ss.
Santa Fe.
County
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
of irrigation works, the former, the The soil and water proiierties should
In the First Judicial District Court
a
be
of
and
made
is
for
Carey Act,
study
investigated
TYPEWRITERS.
government lands.
in and for the County of Santa Fe,
Santa Fe lxdge of Cleaned,
There have been practically four pro what the land is adapted for, wnat can Territory of New Mexico.
adjusted and repaired. New
No.
Perfection
14th
1,
Ribbons and supjects formulated under the district be best produced, etc. It is not with Samuel G. Cartwright, Plaintiff,
platens furnished.
degree. Ancient end Ac- plies.
law and two under the Carey Act, and in the purview of good business or
vs
sold, exchanged
Typewriters
cepted Scottish Rite of and rented. Standard makes bandied.
one is being projected for from 50,000 good engineering that the survey and Manuel Sandoval, J. E. ClaFk, Cristina
on
Free
maets
a
railroad
Masonry
nortn
and
within
the
require
All repair work and typewrites guar
running
to 100,000 acres under the Carey Act preliminary work, the construction of
state, discouraging
ject
Wientge, Jacob Weltmer, The Sis- the third
Monday of each month anteed.
some and giving others the stamp south through the Mogollon mining near Fort Sumner, New Mexico.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exters of the Blessed Sacrament for
canals, etc., advertising and sales of
in
o'clock
In
the
at
7:30
evening
of approval to the extent of invest- district. What resources this west Value of Development to the
Indians and Coloied People, a corp-- i
change. Phone 231,
land, etc., should proceed before anyTerritory
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
ing state educational funds in the ern section has as to irrigation is
The value of the irrigation re- thing is definitely known of what the
oration, The National. Cemetery, J.
little known. We know, however, of sources to the state is enormous. land itself is good for. The
bonds issued by the constructors.
B. Pitaval, Adoiph Selffert, Mrs. J. Visiting fcotish Rite Masons are corengineer's
New Mexico is certainly to be con- immense floods which have occurred, Wtin the application of water to our work, of course, must proceed a litLowitzki, Juan Tafoya, David Shoe- dially invited to attend.
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,
32.
maker, Clpriana Miera de Castillo,!
gratulated 'upon the standing of its washing oat storage dams on the Zuni land many prosperous communities tle in advance of the farmer.
Master.
Venerable
and
Bluewater
are
creeks.
some,
There
Antonio
in
will spring up, offering a field to set
Castillo," Gertrudes Castillo,
projects
general.
The irrigation law has only been in
Statehood.
Genoveva Castillo, Amalia Castillo, HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
a few indeed, that are being closely
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
tlers, to all forms of business, for the force about four years, but in that
Statehood for New Mexico would be building up of the
Secretary.
Ed Tafoya, Juan Shoemaker, Lean-dr- a
watched by the Department and
population 01 the time three hydrographic surveys have
when complete and authentic data are the greatest boon her resources could state and for the making of happy and been made' and a fourth is now in proLobato, Deonicio Ortega, Catali-nPAUL A. F. WALTER
p. o. e.
Lobato, Jose Amado Martinez,
in hand, steps will be taken to protect receive. It is surprising to what ex- prosperous citizens. We have a great gress, from which the water rights acNo.
Attorney-at-LaSanta
Fe
Lodge
con
Katie
de
tent
Apolonlo Lobato,
the innocent investors. In this
Kopp
capital is hesitating on this ac many resources other than our water, quired for several years will be adju60, B. P. O. E. holds Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Urioste, Mary Hoffman nee Kopp,
nection it will not be out of place to count. I am not so well informed re- and I feel confident that New Mexico, dicated by the courts. This procedure
its regular session on
Gussie Kopp, Sophie Kopp, Tomas
announce that the Bureau of Immigra- garding development along other lines, like Colorado,, will grow by developing defines and protects the rights of setthe second and fourth
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Dofflemeyer, and all unknown owntion, through its Secretary and with but from close contact with monied along these lines. For many years the tlers who have constructea ditches
of each
ers or proprietors of the tract of
Wednesday
Attorneys-at-Laof the Territorial En interests promoting irrigation works
the
laws
were
before
the
resources
of
Colorado
were
passed
principal
irrigation
month. Visiting broth
land hereinafter particularly dePractice In tje Distri t Court as
gineer, has started proceedings with J I find many projects with merit, plenty in her mines. Today the greatest pro- and serves as a safeguard for the
ers are Inviteu and well as before the Supreme Court of
scribed, and also all unknown claimtne aid of the Attorney General, to of water, fertile soil, and feasible duction comes from tarms.
ditches constructed fifty or a hundred
welcome.
ants
of
in
said
Interests
the territory.
lands
premises
of
individuals
sale
construction features which are on the
by
stop the
Different sections of the territory years ago against subsequent approp-riatorCARL A. BISHOP.
adverse to the plaintiff, defendants.
Las Cruces,
New Mexico.
representing a Kansas sugar company, waiting list for lack of funds, and to are becoming known for their partic- under the present laws. These
Exalted Ruler,
The said defendants, Manuel San J. D. SENA,
advertising 50,000 acres of land at finance which the water right holders
Secretary.
doval, J. E. Clark, Cristina Wientge,
C. W. G. WAF.D
dollars per acre, have labored long. The bright prostwenty to twenty-fiv- e
Jacob Weltmer, The Sisters of the
Territorial District Attorn y
and claiming ample water supply and pects which we have had from time
and
Blessed Sacrament for Indians
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
rights, which our records do not show to time and which have been ruthlessColored People, a corporation, The NaLas Vegas,
New Mexico.
to be available, as all the water from ly shattered by national politics nave
tional Cemetery, J. B. Pitaval, Adoiph
the supply mentioned, has been pre- brought irrigation men into the terriSeiffert, Mrs. J. Lowitzki, Juan Tafo
viously applied for by filings in the tory when admission seemed assured
E. C. ABBOTT
ya, David Shoemaker, Cipnana Miera
in order that they might be on the
Engineer's office.
Attorncy-at-Lade Castillo, Antonio
Castillo, Gerground first to secure, then to develop
Independent Order of Beavers.
Quality of Farmers.
trudes Castillo, Genoveva Castillo,
Practice In the District and SuSanta Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. boldt
Amalia Castillo, Ed Tafoya,
Juan
A settler coming to this section the projects, and reap the harvests
Courts.
preme
Prompt and careful
from the influx of settlers that
8
is
should be provided with brains as
Shoemaker, Leandra Lobato, Deonicio Its regular session at p. m. Meeting attention given to all business.
come
sure
and
to,
first
from
the
and
third
Broth
the
profits
Friday. Visiting
well as money and ability to work. A
Ortega, Catalino Lobato, Jose Ama
New Mexico
Santa Fe.
increased value of agricultural prodo Martinez, Apolonio Lobato, Katie era are always welcome.
high grade of industrious farmers is
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
Kopp de Urloste. Mary Hoffman, nee
as mich needed to utilize properly perties.
G. W. PRICHARD
'
President
Legal Phases.
Kopp, Gussie Kopp, Sophie Kopp, Toour vast irrigation resources as is
and Counsellor at Law
C.
The
western
J.
most
NEIS,
Attorney
states,
mas Dofflemeyer, and all unknown
notably
capital. We want men who are bust
Practice in all thr Dltrlct Court"
owners or proprietors of the tract of
Secretary.
ness men; who realize the importance California have gone through a tre4nd given special nitciiltua to uases
land hereinafter particularly describ
of gooH rural roads; who investigate mendous siege of irrigation litigation,
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
F, W. FARMER
ed, and also all unknown claimants
the soil requirements; study the prop' and one means whereby the developOff ce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M.
1
Homestead No.
of interests in the said premises ader crop rotations; who plan and work ment of our irrigation resources
De
verse to the plaintiff, are hereby noti2879.
properly carried on
out their farms, getting the most re- can
fied that a complaint has been filed
Brotherhood
of
HARRY O. MOULTON
turns from a given acre. A ten to is for decisions of the courts of the
to be made in accord with
American Yeomen
against them in the District Court of
forty acre tract properly handled, is territory
the County of Santa Fe and Territory
Secon"
Meets
worth more to the man as well as to the spirit and necessities of irrigatAttorney-at-Laaforesaid, that being the court in
and 'Fourth Thur
the territory, than 160 acres in gen- ion- work in New Mexico. It is quite
which said cause is pending, by the
Delgado's
days,
eral crops. In starting out it is ne- essential that the cases be properly
said plaintiff, Samuel G. Cartwright,
Hall. H. Foreman,
cessary that the farmer have his capi- presented to the courts and that the
the general object of said action be
C. G. Richie, Cor.
tal. He must buy machinery, tools, decisions made by these courts shall
Santa Fe, N. M.
ing to partition and quiet the title to
courses
Sec. Mrs. Dais?
with which to work, and he must fur- follow along well defined
real
described
the following
property.
Tanner.
nish proper shelter for his family, and shall create a foundation upon
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
That certain tract of land situate
farm stock, etc. So many failures are which the superstructure of irrigation
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
of Santa Fe
in
and
the
County
City
can
conservatively and
due to settlers trying to start without development
Santa Fe Camp
and Territory of New Mexico, bound1351. N. W. A.
WILLIAM McKEAN
enough money even to baild a shack, prosperously proceed. Other states
is
as
ed
and
described
that
follows,
meets second Tuesthe losses due to mistakes which an have had a tremendous amount of li
Attorney-at-Lato say,
some
so
and
of the
day each month,
inexperienced irrigator must inevit- tigation proceedings,
Mining and Land Law.
an
of
south
north
arroyo
Being
cial meeting tLird Taos,
New Mexico.
ably make, together with the interest vital points are still pending before
lunning easterly and westerly, and
at Elks
Tuesday
he must pay on borrowed money, the courts. If the questions which
of
the
works
Santa
of
north
the
gas
in
arise
the
staof
Hall.
the
interpretation
Visting neigh Chas. F. Easley.
cause privation during the first two
Chas. R. Easley
Fe Gas Company, bounded on the bors welcome.
or three years which many farmers tutes of New Mexico can be thoroughEASLEY & EASLEY.
on the
said
east
and
south
arroyo,
by
L. G. WHITTIER. Consul
cannot withstand and they return to ly threshed out at the beginning and
Attorneys at Law.
north by a line running due east CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
the place from whence they came. the principles laid down in thorough
Practice in the courts and before
west from a mound of stone on
and
court
will
save
it
decisions,
the proWho knows how much injury one of
Land Department
the edge of said arroyo west to anthese failures inflicts upon the moters of irrigation works in New
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe Camp No.
mound of stone about one mile
TERRITORIAL ENGINEE R CHARLES D. MILLER.
other
Mexico many years of litigation and
and on the
6673, R. N. A. meets Santa Fe. N. M., branch Office Estan-cicoyunon wealth? There is no set
chains
and
distant,
fifty
amount a settler must have; some enormous expense.
N. M.
fourth Tuesday of
west by a meander line running
can get along with much less than Relation of the Territory to Irrigation. ular products. For Instance, the Me- old rlgnts were acquired through ben- southerly from the said mound of
each month; soStream Gaging.
H. L. ORTIZ,
others. One, two or three thousand
to said arroyo.
cial meeting third
cantaloupes eficial use and although often without ftone last mentioned
The Territory, through the Terri silla Valley sends out
to
dollars should be sufficient. The
at
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defendants
the
be
That
to
substantiate
Tuesday
required
them,
papers
legal
tne
which cannot be surpassed by
Attorney and Countellor-at'-LaHall.
territory wants citizens who can take torial Engineer's office, has an im Rocky Ford or California products. are considered the best rights, to the set forth the nature of their claims
Practicing betore all the courts la
care of themselves, make a success, portant relation to the development
and that all adverse claims of said deneighbors welcome
Soon the celebrated Jl Paso onion will extent of beneficial use, in the terriNETTIE VICKROY,
and spread the good news of what the of irrigation resources. The policy of
fendants may be determined by a de
the
tory.
Territory.
in
Taised
and
quantishipped
large
Oracle.
will more fully
irrigated farm offers; bring out their that office in general can do much to be
Another way of presenting the value cree of this court as
will come
Intensive
ties.
farming
Fe
Santa
New Mexico
create
confidence
rein
FLORENCE
to the complaint
the administraRISING,
friends to settle and develop the
of our resources, Is appear by reference
of
Recorder.
filed in this case; and that unless
with tion of the law in protecting settlers with the Influx of settlers, diminishing to development
sources of this commonwealth
cite the increased value of farm
PROBERT A COMPANY
from unscrupulous promoters. About the holdings of large land owners and
ns.
you enter your appearance by the 16th
few acres, which lands throughout the United States
a
each
family
giving
is
$8,000
Investments
of September, A. D., 1911, judg
office
the
spent anually by
day
New Mexico Is past the pioneer
out
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a portion being contributed by the ter carefully cultivated to crops of grape, brought
Lai
Bonds A 'Stocks.
entries
homestead
Mines,
The
dt,
50,000
6tage.
Statistics default.
cantaloupe, fruit, onions, etc., will debates before Congress.
which have been made in the past ritory, $1,000 annually by the Santa
Loaned
for Investors
al- gathered by the census bureau were
Money
The
a
family.
easily support large
G. VOLNEY HOWARD,
five years, indicate tnat we have had Fe railroad, $2500 by the United falfa
We have for sale general stocks of
It
has
New Mexico is ship- mentioned in tnat connection.
in
Plaintiff.
for
produced
States
some
Attorney
Geological Survey, and
Retail Lumber Yard
ample pioneering and the pressing contributions
Merchandise,
as been shown that the value of farm
Office and Postoffice address, Santa
from Irrigation
com ped into Texas and as far east
need now is to interest men of the
and
other
Businem
lands
has
cent
with
increased
to
Austra
even
Opportunities
told
lis
am
I
per
and
Mexico.
New
Georgia,
Fe,
cornbelt states who have made their panies, all working in
throughout Taoi county.
lin. The Pecos Vallev and San Juan in the last ten years.
have
hereunto
whereof
In
I
witness
for
the
collection
of
accurate
official
money, and Induce them to , come
Bank References Furnished
In 1900 the Ian dvalues were $13,051,- - set my hand and affixed the seal of
sections have taken honors in fruit
farther west and develop this im data upon the flow of the streams.
New Mexico.
Taos,
of
Pecos
the
New
court
Santa
and
at
the
Mexico,
said
1910.
000,000
in
Fe,
$28,383,821,000
peaches
production,
mense field with portion of their Upon these data the irrigation pro
are shipped in car load lots to The average value per acre of farm this 14th day of July, A. D., 1911.
valley
to
a
rely
jects
very
the
great
extent;
means. It is "essential that consider
DR. C. M. RILEY,
MOUNTAINAIR, N. M.
EDW. L. SAFFORD,
New York, the apples of the sunny lands in 1900 was $15.60 and in 1910,
able effort be made by way of adverti- records snow what is available, how San Juan have taken first place in $32.50, or 118
"Physician and Surgeon.
Clerk
Veterinary
cent
New
(Seal)
gain.
per
sing, to place these opportunities large a project can be built, how much fruit shows in Denver and elsewhere, Mexico's
Graduate of McKlllep's
Veterinary
was even more
development
can
money
be
profitably
and
expended
properly before these people through
with the very pronounced. The total value of farm
College of Chicago. .
successfully
competing
what
respillway
will
state-wide
season
be
when
assocapacities
the medium of some
Right in your busiest
ROUND
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
sections in the United lands and improvements in 1910 was
RATE,
ciation where funds necessary to do quired to make the same safe, there, finest fruit
you have the least time to spare you
fruit
the
Dentistry a Specialty
and
in
1910
at
tlat
were
while
industry
$111,430,000
values
States,
are most likely to take diarrhoea and
this well, will be secured. Colorado by protecting the investor and settler
Office: East side of plaza, corner
started. All this weath given amounting to $20,889,000, an f lose several
unless
you
time,
and other Btates are spending a great alike frpm disastrous wash outs which has just barely
days'
of Frisco and Shelby Sts.
produce means much to New Mexl- - crease of $90,541,090, or 443 per cent. have Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
many thousands of dollars in this work endanger life and property. There
Phone Red 138.
in- acreage of irrigable
The
assures
schools,
nomes,
increase
people
it
co,
are
at
other phases which relate closely
hand and
and Diarrhoea Remedy
and if New Mexico is to get its share
the
comforts
land
and
and
conveniences
values
the
in
rise
From
Dates
consequent
Santa
Fe.
of Sale,
take a dose on the first appearance
of the new comers it is necessary that to a knowledge of water courses, such public
as indicated above, will place New of the disease.
,
as bridge building, etc. These of of life.
For sale by all deal
some money be spent in Its beha.f.
31st
This la due to the development of Ir- - Mexico among the richest agricultural ers.
The educated farmer, one who has course, cannot be outlined at this
August 12th.
'
increasing the acreage of Btate n the west, and combined with
had a little 'book learning" regarding time.
RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACE
rigation,
;'.'
'
immense resources in other lines
wealth producing soil. We can offer
State Supervision.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
2
Return
Phone, 21 6 Red
limit,
plant growth, will find a large field
September
;
make
this commonwealth one of
The Engineer's office also has opportunities to thousands of eastern'111
Coal Land.)
one-fif- th
for his knowledge. The New Mexico
One
(Not
1911.
fare'
and
WEST SIDE PLAZA
OFFICE,
vast wealth and prosperity.
Department of the Interior,
Agricultural College at Mesilla Park come in closed contact with the con- people if they will come to New Mex
from all other points in New
220 Black
Phone,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. Mexico and El
has made a most enviable reputation striction of irrigation works by a ico and take a hand in utilizing the
Paso, Texas.
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
July 29, 1911.
for turning out young men who nave careful superintendence of the con- vast amount of water that has no? Territory of New Mexico,
Notice is hereby given that Vicente
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
County of Santa Fe.
acquired wealth and made themselves struction work as it proceeds. In- been applied to the land and will de
of spections are being made from time velop the many opportunities that pre
In the District Court
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
authorities in their profession
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.,
Independent Steel ft Wire Company 30, 1906, made homestead entry No.
agriculture. The last graduating class to time, by representatives of that vent themselves in a rapidly increas
for lot 4, SW 4 SW
Plaintiff, vs. New Mexico Central
of that institution contained several office, and upon particularly large and ing and prospering community.
Herewith are some bargains offered
Genito urinary Diseases.
!
NW
Sec. b
No. Sec. 24, and the W
young men who had taken this agrl- -' important undertakings an engineer
A very nrominent engineer of Colo - Railroad Company Defendant.
the New Mexican PrtnUng een- 11
15
N.
NM
6566.
25,
E.,
Township
Range
cultural course. Long before .they thoroughly experienced in this form rado stated to me that the develop
Cede of Civil Procedure ef the THE WA55ERMAN & NOOUCH1
M. P. Meridian! has filed notice of pany:
had receive- - their diplomas, tney had of construction is stationed. The cost ment of New Mexico irrigation was To Whom It May Concern:
of New Mexico,
TEST5. 5ALVAR5AN "606"
Territory
sheep
five
year proof,
Especially the creditors of the de- intention to make final
been spoken for by New Mexico ranch' of supervision is borne by the irriga- proceeding along saner lines than in
ADMINISTERED.
bound,
$1;
paper bound. 75c. Missouri
men at good salar es, to manage their tion company and no additional finan many of the other irrigation states. fendant railroad company, and all to establish claim to the land above Pleading forms, 5; Missouri Code
Receivor
before
described,
Interested
therein.
Chemical
Register
and Microscopical Ex
cial
burden is thrown unon the irri. This result he states is due in some parties
farms, to put their knowledge and
In pursuance of an order of court er, U. S. tand Office at Santa Fe, Pleadings.to New the two for $10. aminations of blood, sputum, urine
training Into getting as many dollars tory. It in the opinion, of the engi- measure to the authority of the terriMexico Code, Laws
made in the above entitled cause on N. M., on the 14th day of September, Adapted
neer the work is not being placed in
from the soil as possible.
of New Mexico, 1889. 1901 and 1M3, and gastric contents. Directions
tory to approve applications for water the 14th
1911.
:,'!'r.
of
is
VftAw
.
1911,
notice
a
July,
day
'
vMVX'.''
and
Railroads.
safe manner,
thorough
the rights within the limits of the water
English and Spanish pamphlets, 12.25; for collecting specimens given on
Claimant names as witnesses:
Railroad facilities must come to company is required to make the ne supply. The acreages to be irrigated hereby given that there was filed in
rait leather $s. Sheriff's Flexible application.
both
Pedro
Jose
Romero,
Rivera,
Clerk
of
the
office
of
the
the
District
San Juan county, the western portion cessary changes and upon failure to are often reduced from mammoth
Cover
of
N.
Pock't Dockets, single, l.N; State NatBuk Bldf, AlbaqaerqicN.M
of
M.,
Pecos,
Romero,
Enrlquez
of the territory, the Taos valley and do so, further work is stopped by in. figures to areas which are believed to Court within and for Santa Fe County,
N. M and Candido Rivera, two er mere books, tl each.
New
on
Glorieta,
the
of
29th
an
1911,
April,
day
the
Rio Arriba county before 10010 of
This sunervl be reasonable. Many projects In westjjuuuuu proceedings.
N.
M.
of
M'xics)
Me
Santa
Court
of
account
Supreme
Fe,
all
itemised
Reports,
receiv
moneys
Sprains requir careful treatment.
large project in those sections can sion has proven popular with irriga ern states have been outlined on . a ed from the
MANUEL H. OTERO,
3 tad 1 Inclusive, $3.10 each. Cost
'
operation of said railroad
Keep quiet and apply Chamberlain's
be speedily and economically tinder tion men, wno are bona fide in their large scale, and constructed accord"V.
and
laUea
La
sources
e.
from
all
Register
of
other
and
75
all
Corporation
Ca Liniment freely. It will remove the
irs,
taken. The largest project in ' New intentions, as It insures them
ingly at immense outlays of money, disbursements made, by the under
IlaMm Mixing Laws, o e Meney'i soreness and quickly restore the
parts
and in the United States, is work for the money they Invest and after which the Water available for
Mexico,
from January . If you want anything on earth try Jiaest ef New Kouee. Reporta. Ml to a healthy condition. For sale by
s
signed as Receiver,
the proposed Turley High Line Canal, aids them in disposing of their lands the Jand has not been found sufficient Uth,
1910 to December 31st, 1910, a New Mexican Want Ad.
fan Mat Mhaal Maaka, all
.
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THE SANTA FB NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
SOCIAL

no- -

Andrews "Cash" no. a

4

MARKET

AND

BAKERY

GROCERY

EVERYTHING THERE IS TO EAT.

and Fancy, Imported and Domestic.
MEATSPork, Veal, Lamb, Beef, Mutton, Sausage, Fish and

OROCERIES-Sta- ple

Home-DressHens.
BAKERY Bread, Pies, Cakes, Doughnuts, Cream Puffs, Coffee Cake, Buns, Rolls, Etc.
WATERMELONS AND CANTALOUPES.
VEGETABLES Celery, Egg Plant, Cauliflower, Cabbage, Onions, Radishes, Lettuce, Green Chile, Bell Peppers, TurnParsley, Garlic, Cucumbers,
ips, Beets, Carrots, Tomatoes,
Corn.
Squash, Soup Bunches and Home-Grow- n
ed

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Phone No. 4.

Turquoise, Laveliers,

Amethysts, Opals,

Hi
recomrernd

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
i

Waltham

Watches

FILIGREE

.. '

(Continued From Page Five.)
Land Commissioner R. p. Ervlen Is
in Denver on business.
The Thirteen Card Club is meeting.
this afternoon at the Home of Mrs. P.
E. Nuding on Lincoln avenue.
Miss Lela Armijo, who has been the
guest of Mrs. Max Frost, will be the
guest next week of Mrs. Lamy, on
Cathedral Place.
The Saturday Card Club is meeting
this afternoon at the home of Mrs. Arthur Seligman. Besides the members
of the club the guests are Mrs. Chav
es, Mrs. Rolls and Mrs. Kahn.
The Wallace Club is meeting this
afternoon at the home of Mrs. A. B.
Renehan. Besides the members of the
club the guests" are Mrs. Max Nord- TWro
hflllS Mrs Mfflillivarv
"Rnhln. '
son, Miss Lucy Grygla.
F. L. Schaub of Marble City, Oklahoma, where he had charge of the
Dwight Mission School for Indians,
has returned to Santa Fe, where several years ago, he built the Mary
James Mission School, of which he
will now be superintendent. His family will follow to Santa Fe during the
fall.
Mrs. P. H. Thull, arrived in Santa
Fe on last; Thursday from Omaha and
has taken up her home in the house
of Mrs. George Marsh on Manhattan
avenue. Mr. Thull Is in the employ
of Contractor August Reingafdt arid
built for him the courthouse at

and John Ervfen. '
Miss Disette, Mrs. Gable and Mrs.
Wientge, well' known residents of San
ta Fe, celebrate their birthday anniversaries on the same day of the year
and have observed them togetner in
the past. On Thursday afternoon of
this week, in honor of the triple event
and also to signalize the completion
of the twenty-fiftyear of work In
the Indian Service, Miss M. E. Dis- ette entertained informally at a te
at her home on Mannattan avenue.
Mrs. Gable, owing to indisposition,
could not he present but the assem-bled party sent her greetings. It was
a gathering of
residents of
the city to a large extent, and proved
to be a most enjoyable affair,

SATURDAY,

AUGUST 5, 1911.

camel-sackI the power of th esteel
In such tents as
corporation be- of
hind the companies on the firing line, tnae th? people of Arabia have lived
Buy monuments and iron fences and in a position to prevent disaster. from' time Immemorial, and there is
."You spoke of their mentioning every reason to suppose that the tents
from Bills Bros., 771 Broadway, Denver. P. A. Sandoval, Santa Fe, local trust companies," Mr. Stanley asked, of the Hebrew Patriarchs were essen"Did they mention any?"
tially the same. This tent will remain
representative.
"I think they mentioned none," Mr. on exhibition during the next two
Alejandro Rodriguez Dead Alejan Roosevelt
replied, "and I did not ask weeks, and it will well repay a visit.
dro Rodriguez aged 15 years, died this
them for the names

subject will be:
am?"

1

"Whom. say ye

that

....

astacio Gonzales- on Tinner ' Canon'
road
Tne funerai will take pjace
Monday morning from the cathedral.!
Undertakers Mulligan and Rising are'
jn charge of the arrangements.
i
.
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FAMOUS BALL PLAYER
' DEAD AT PEORIA, ILL.
BEDAWAY ARAB TENT
IN PALACE PLACJTA. (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
"
Peoria, 111., . Aug. 5. Robert
a one time famous base ball
Purchased From Wandering Tribes in
Land of Moani and We"
player, died at the St. Francis " Hospi";
tal this morning.
Worthy a Visit,

s,

row evening at the ;Capitol, will bei
In th placita of tte 01d Palace VICTOR, COLORADO, NEXT
iven in the nall 0f' representatives,
FEDERATION CONVENTION ClTY
"
so that there will be seats for alH lu,:ie IB
ul
to New Mexican)
who come. It will be illustrated and-- i Arab tent- - u was Purcnasd from one (By Special Leased Wire
Butte, Mont., Aug. 5 The sixteenth
will tell of the Holy Cities of this of the wandering tribes in the old land annual convention
of the western fedContinent. The lecture begins at 8:30 of Moab' east of the river Jordan. and eration ot Miners
towas
concluded
all
etc.,
curtains
ate
the
poles, stakes,
p. m. There will be special music.
day.
as
was
the
chosen
Victor,
Colo.,
consists of four breadths
Beautiful Lecture Room-- The
new JigKi1nal:
convention city for 1912.
goa hair cloth, woven in
lecture room of the Archaeological
a
about
of
yard NOTICE TO
School, which will be opened tonight atT?s
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 5.
S
PROPERTY OWNERS.
lm J"au wum'
with a lecture on Arabia by Dr. Lewis wlue uu uuu xuumB
The weather for New Mexico
Property owners on San Francisco
auout
lour
smps,
ThfiieuPatnn
Is
"se
an
weuiy
X is generally fair except loii
between Sandoval and Jefferfeet lemg, serve as the roof of tne tent, street
son streets and on East Palace aveJt showers in aorth portion to-- X lecture will be illustrated. As Arawhich
is
rows
three
fit
supported by
X bia is still a land of decided mystery
nue from the west line of the property
$t night or Suniay.
and as Dr. Paton has traveled ex- three poles each. The middle, row is of S. Spit!, to the Arroyo Sais
bridge,
tensively and conducted flesearch somewhat higher than the 'others so are notified to examine and test their
as
to
of
the
shed
lecrain
the
the
infrequent water and sewer connections and place
Miss A. Mugler has just received ' work within its boundaries,
tures will be of more than usual in-- showers. The walls of the tent are them in condition within two weeks
her first line of fall millinery.
formed by two strips of the goat hair from this
Your Attention is called to the ad- - terest,
date, August .".5, 1911, preexvertisement of the Valley Ranch pu, Watch for the Balloon Watch for cloth, and the front is left open,
liminary to' the permahent paving of
the balloon tomorrow afternoon at 1 cept Bt Eight, or In rainy weather. The the two thoroughfares.
page three.
furniture consists o? & few rugs, bags
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Ice Cream on Sunday at Capital o'clock to be sent Up by Anderson
,,..
for carrying the houiehold goods, basMayor.
on
Clotniers
cream
Milk
the
and
always Brothers,
City Dairy.
water-skinw.-all
By order of the Mayor,
Lower Palace avenue.
The balloon kets, bowls, pots and
on hand. Phone Black 188.
of which can be transported in a pair J. P. DELGADO, City Clerk, ,"'
at
scales
a
will
for
it
with
Test
reading
your
sign
carry
Weights
;
.
derson Brothers, Fall Samples Ara
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Ervien gave a
FOR SALE A lot of kindling. Very Here."
This is a novelty in
"
with
auto
party
delightful moonlight
.
MILITARY BL EES ACADEMY.
Mrs. Dudrow, 228 ing. The person who finds this sign
Apply
dinner at El Ortiz hotel, Tuesday evenA.
W.
Dr.
New
Wilson,
20th.
eight
management.
Open September
and returns it, will be given four free
Agua Frla street.
ing. The affair was in honor of Mrs.
For Men Only a large lot of dress tickets to the Elks' Theater Sunday, years president Lexington College, Lexington, Mo, fifteen year? president
W. H. Bartlett of El Paso. The other and
one-hamillion
negligee shirts and fine ties, leath- rught. Everybody watch for the bal- of Baylor College, Belton.Tex., has absolute tease. Over
guests were Secretary and Mrs. Na- er belts.
dollars invested. Finest equipment qutsida of West Point. Full faculty.
.show everything i00n
cannot
;
We
than Jaffa, Mr. and Mrs. S. G.
in our window come in and have a
streit : pavina Contractor . John Col. G. L. Byroade, U. S. A., Commandant. Send for catalogue, W. A.
H. B. Cartwright, and Howell
look. Seligman 'Bros. '
Lauehlin of Trinidad. Colorado has WHsun, A. M., Supt, Macon, Mo.
New Fall Styjes and Samples for begvm tne compietion of the paving
at of lower San Francisco street and em- women and children next week
Goebel's.
92....Phone...,92
pioys, Santa Fe labor. &e is making
Auxiliary Ladies' Committee Tie preparations to rush the asphalting of
Auxiliary of the New Mexico Eagt Paiace avenue.
The asphalting
HAYWARQ'S MARKET Ladies'
Museum will hold an important meet- - wju be on a concrete Dase and wm te
ing on Monday afternoon at 2:30 three Incnes thjck ag against two
o'clock.
inches thickness provided for in the
LOST Silver Rope Chain and Lock- - Trinidad contract. Notice is given to
et. with monogram "E. W. G." Return property owner8 on. both streets
to
to this office and receive reward.
make their water and sewer connec- or remodel this season? If so, let us advise you
Ten the first day mat is the way tions before the paving is done,
your plumbing equipment. It is one of
regarding
they are moving. The best ijnderskirt
the most, important elements of
for the money ever offered in Santa
ROOSEVELT IN GOOD HUMOR. ;
r3
Fe. See Adolf Seligman Dry Goods
the home, and should receive
(Continued From Page One.) t
Company advertisement.
careful consideration. "
Dr. Lewis Paton Will Preach at
Presbyterian Church Dr. Lewis B. informed that there were two such
Bathrooms which we have
HAYWARD'S MARKET Paton of Hartford Theological Semin- companies and that the assets of a
installed
are giving their owners
certain
big stock brokerage comp"any
ary, will occupy the pulpit tomorrow
were threatened.
said they
His
Chruch.
service. "StttHfafd"
They
at
the
First
Presbyterian
Phone ...92
were willing to purchase the Tennes
Fixtures and our exPlumbing
see property for the steel corporation,-thapert workmen never fail to give'
the steel corporation did not wish
literato do it for the sake of a transaction
satisfaction.
itself because it had been their politure always on hand.
cy to keep their proportion of the
steel business at 60 per cent, or less.
FOR SALE BY
As a matter of fact, their control was
less.
They said they were willing
SANTA
N. M.
Phone 12.
CLARENDON GARDENS.
and anxious to ake over the property
,
because they felt it was the only way
1
to save the situation, that it would put

The daily houhd up.
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GOLD AND SILVER

because we believe them to be the
best. Our stock offers a wide

of

IN

AND PERSONAL

M.

lf

Cart-wrigh- t,

W altham Watches

:

(Vme in ar.d talk watck with us. It will
rot uMisju- buying and it may profit you
much.
e will explain what constitutes
good
'

S.

"It's Time

You Owned a JValtham."
will show you the exqui-t-tel- y
thin model Welthams ot
the Colonial
Scries
and will
r.ame the Waltham
movement
Lest suivtd to your
require-meat- s.
V'e

SPITZ,
The Jeweler

.

Are You Going

.

to Build

'

1

For Rent

August 1st

6 Room House, Furnished or Not.
116 College Street.

;

August 5th
5 Room House, Johnson

Range.

For Rent
Street, with Bath and

Furnished or Not.

DAVID LOWITZKI

perfect

'

,0

Cut flowers-- All

Illustrated

Varieties
JE,

to

1

o

1

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

j

i

New Soft Hats
44

New Soft; Hats !

S

A FINE SOFT HAT DISPLAY, SURELY."
These are Soft Hat Days, and Soft
Hats were never so popular as they
There are so many new
are
shapes that are in good form, : : :
to-da-

'
s.

THE

JSfc. Star Hi

JSSI

Quality rte in
before the

fa

t Hats for the

y.

Conservative Dresser and

THE

c Star Hat
Quality coai in
UfonUui brand

Bats for the Smart Young Fellow
THE BEST HATTERS BEST
The

Colorings

ITS.

S2.50. S3.50

11151

are Blacks, Browns, Olives, Nutrias and Pearls.

WE ARE HATTERS AS WELL AS CLOTHIERS, AND WE pIT

..'!

J3VERY HEAD AND FACE WITH
THE

bcior tha brand

is Both Becoming and Correct.

..

.

